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To implement an educational approach_ successfully, one must match the philoso-

,phy of evaluation with that :ofinstruction., This is particularly true when individual,
ization is the key element -in the educational approach. Yet, as important as it is.to
achieve 'this match,' the task is by no means siinple for the teacher. In fact, withoW
specific resource. matorials to help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming. For
this re8on, ISCS has develdped aset of individualized evaluation materials as part of
its Individualized Teacher 'Preparation (ITP) program. These materials are designed
to assist teachers in their trarpition to individualized instruction and to help them
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the' needs of all tiieir students.

The two modules concerged with evaluation, Individualizing Objective Testing and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used by small groups of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in a local schoohenvironme9t. Hopefully,
they will do more than give each teacher an overview bf individualized evaluation.
These ITP modules suggest key strategies for achieving both subjective and objective
evaluation"of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers'to put such
strategies into practice, ISCS has produced the associated booklets entitled Perform-

ance Objectives,. Performance Assessment Resources, and Performance Cheeks. Using
these materials, the teacher can objectively assess th7 student's mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, and subject matter of the ISCS program. 'And the teacher can obtain,
"at the moment wten they are needed,- specific suggestions for remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If you.are an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
oping an individualized evaluation program best suited to your own settings and thus
further enhance the individualized character of your ISCS program.

5
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NOTES TO THE STUDENT'

. Now that you have eoMpleted several chapters, excursions, and self-evaluations, you
-* are ready to help your teacher determie how well you are doing. The performance

checks in this book will provide your tedcher !with this information. Then your
teacher can help you with things you may not understand and can keep a record
of your progress.

Read the next section carefully. It explains some important things about the per-
formance checks in this book, and it gives you specific suggestions for using them.

What You Need To KnoW about Performance Checks

1. You do performance checks when you are ready. Per- .

formance checks are somewhat like the questions in the self-
evaluations you do them when you are ready, not when

'the whole class is ready. .

2. Your teacher or both Of you decide how many you do.
Your teacher or you and your teacher together will decide
which ones you should do. YOu are not expected tO do all
of the performance checks.

3. There are'three forms for each perfornOnce check. Every
performance check is written in three forms A, B, and C.
(The title of this booklet tells you whether it is Form A,.B, or
C.) Usually the answers for each form are different. When

, you do a check, you will use only one form. The A, B, and C
forms are always in dtfferent' booklets. 'Within each booklet
all the performance objectives for the same unit are listed °

together. A unit contains two or three chapters and their re-.
lated excursions. These units are in numerical order. Each'
unit has performance checks based oil core matetial and per-
formance checks baSed on excursidns.
4. Each performame check hasi its own number. The number
is in the outside margin of the page and will look like this:
03-Core-I 7A or 05-Exc 17-2--2A. These numbers mean -

.03 - Core 17 -A and 05 - Exc 17-2 - 2 A

.;



5. Each performance check is separated from the other.
There WI line before each performance check and one after
it. Some perforinance checks have several parts, so do.every-
thing called for between the lines. If there is no line at the
bottom of a page, the chedc istcontinued onto the next page.
6. Sometimes you will neeeto use equipment. If special
materials are needed, they. will be in boxes labeled with the
same number and sometimes the same letter too as the per- 4

formance check for which you need them.
7. Some performance checks have two or more answers. If
more thin one answer in correct, -you must sgect all the cor-
rect choices. In such cases selecting just oni answer is not
enough.
8. Some performance checks have no answers. Occasionally,
you may be asked to do something that is impossible and to'
explain your answer. If so, say that the task is impossible
and explain why.

This isrit the kind of
checkbook Ou write in.

9. You share books of performance checks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write yOur answers on other paper.
Give the numbek and form of the'performance check for each

. answer you writky yoti are to draw a graph, your teacher
may provide yod with grid paper.

10. Your teacher ot his assistont will collect.and mark your
checks. _And sometimes you mutt ask him lo watch or assist
you as you do a check.

11. Sometimes a review procedure will be suggested. If you
cin't do a performance check, you may be askeirio review
a part of the text or a self-evaluation question: You may
then be checked on the same material, so be sure you under-' stand (he material you review. Get help if you need it.

7
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An unmanned spacecraft landed on Mars and sent back only the, following informa- 01-Core-lA
1tion about two samples, X ,and Y, found on the.surface. Nothing else is known about

them.
1; Can you be ceitain that samPles X and Y are different substances?
2. Explain:your answer.

.
- SAMPLE X SAMPLE Y

Cblor white white

Texture
.

rough smooth

Volume - 8 cc 9 cc

Luster 4 dull dull

If someone splashes an unknown or a dangerous solution on hihiself or someone else,
what two things should he do?

01-Core-2A

Get any materials you need in addition to those in box 01-Core-3 to complete this
item. Place VI of a teaspoon of potvder from the bag into a beaker. Add about 5
drops of the acid in bottle B to the pbwder. Record the observations the you make.

01-Core-3A

Get a piece of rOck, a shell, and enough of the powder in the bottle labeled
01-Core-4A to cover the bottom of a test tube. You may use any or all of the fol-
lowing equipment that you need a beaker, a balance, a magnifying glass, a bottle
of hydrochloric acid WI), and safety glasses.

I . Is the powder more like rock or like shell?
2. Explain your answer.

01-Core-4A

Get twit, tutby-food jars. Labei One X and the other Y. FrOm the supply area, get the
two bags labeled 01-Core-5X and 0I-Core-5Y. Take a small sample of powder from
each bajtr tilso get a dropper bottle of hydrochloric acid (HC1). If your room has an
acid areii; lie your test there.

, 1. Which sample is rock powder?,
.2. Which sample is shell powder?
3. How did the observations you made allow you to identify which powder
came from rock and which powder came from shell?

01-aorel5A

IT

Tony has a solid material. It he ground it to a powder, which of the following-would
change the least?

a. Its rou6ness
b. Its glass-like appearantT
c. Its shape
d. Its reaction with HCI

01-Core-6A



01-Core-7A. 1. Draw a diagram which sho s what you would expect to see if you could

shrink to a size small enough to alk around inskle a piece of pure copper.
2. Explain your diagram.

01-Core-8A Select the best answer below. Scien,tific models
a. 'statements of the, way matter and energy really are inside of materials.
. b. statements of what the best scientists have observed with their own eyes:
c. creations of the minds of people, made up to explain observstions.
d., unchangeable facts.

01-0414-9A Record the letters of all statements below which are part of the particle model of

matter.
a. Matter particles can move.
b. All matter is composed o.f one kind of matter particle.
c. Matter particles move at a constant speed.
d. Matter particles have energy.
e. Matter is made up of particles.

01-Core-10A Select the letter of the choice below which best completes the statement. A scienti-

fic model
.

. . .

a. always provides correct answers to scientific questions.
b. is used because it helps to explain observations and to predict other ob-
servations, not because it is known to be correct. i
c. states' what happeys in nature and therefore is correct.
d. is always thrown out when it has failed to predict..a new Observation or
when it does not explain a new observation because the model has been
shown to be incomplete. ,

-" -:01Core-11A .*, Select the statements Which.are true about arscientific4nodel.
a. It.explains observations.
b. It can include a physical object or a set of objects, such as bloCks and Wire.

c. It is an observation.
d. It can be a mental picture.

01-Core-12A Copy the numbers of the words below onto your paper. Tell whether each substance
found at ordinary room temperature as a solid, a liquid, or a gas. Write S (for'

L (for liquid), or G (for gas) after its number on your paper.
1. Oil 5. Cola
2. Rubber 6. Milk

,

°
3. Iron 7. Nylon
4. Oxygen 8. Air \i

1
_

1-Core-13A A gcientific model is very useftil to a scientist. Name two things that a scientific
model does for a scientist.

l

. r



What is mass? 01-Core14A

Copy the list of wbrds below. After those things which are made up of particles, 01-Core15A
place a P. After those things which are matter, place an M. You may plate both an
M and a P after a word.

1. Paper
2. Nickel
3. Ink
4. Idea
S. Hydrogen

On your paper, copy the five words listed below. Place an *after those things which*
- have mass. Place an X.after those things made up of matter. You 'may prace both an

M and an X after a word.
1. Meat
2. Idea
3. Film
4. Air
5. Rainbow

01-Cor.e-16A.

4.

4

Suppose you *re asked to show that oxygen is matter. What would you have to
-show about otygiih to prbve that it is matter?

01-Core-17A

Get a balance and a set of foam masses. Then, from box 01-Core-18', get a small test
tube and a sinker. Find the mass of. each of the objects. from the box as closely as

._..pctssible. Write the name of each object and its mass on your answer sheet.

OtiCore-18A

Ilan air piston eonTains 25 cc of water, what is the volume of the water in ml? 01-Core-19A

Get bottle 01-Core-20A, and fill it with water to the line marked on the side. Use 01-Core-20A
a graduated cylinder to determine the volume of water in the bottle.

John pumped up his bicycle tire, using a gas.
1. Is the gas in the tire matter?
2, How do you know?

01-.Core-21A

Get a 10 cc air piston and a 50 ml beaker '4 full of water. Hold the piston away 01-Core-22A
from the beaker and pull the plunger back. Put the tip of the pisticin under the water,
and push the plunger forward. What, if any, is the state or form of matter cgming
from the piston?



01-Core-23A
6On the sketch provided by your teacher, mark the place in your ISCS room where

each of the following is normally stored.
I. Bucket of sand
2. Fire blanket 4111,

3. Safety goggles.
4. CO2 or soda-acid fire extinguishers
5. First-aid kit

!.

01:Core-24A Your teacher will observe you .for this chec1 wheVe eau-

01-Core-25A Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.

01-Core-26A Your teacher' will observe you for this.check when he can.

01-Core-27A Your teacher will observe 'You for this check when he can.

01-Core-28A Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.

01-Exc 2-2-1A

.%

Listed in Column A below are six quahtities commonly hieasured in science. Copy,
them onto your paper.
t.From Column B, choose the metric unit used to express 'each of these quantities
and write it on yoUr paper after the quantity it matches.

414 Column A (Quantities) ColuMn Et (Units)
I. Mass gram/milliliter
2. Volume meter/second
3. Speed'(distance/tirrie unit) .pound.
4. Temperature cm/second
5. Lewth gram
6. Density (mass/unit volume) quart

' foot
°C
liter
°F
centimeter
pound/cu ft

8:4

01-Exc 2-3-1A Suppose that in the year'200I A.D. you are asked to lead a team of astronauts to the
planet Snoopy in a distant solar system. State two of the three things which would
determine your weight on the planet Snoopy.

SO



., Select the letter of the property of a Solid that wOuld be different on the earth, the
moon, and Mats. ! .

.
a. Weight. . .

b; Mass
c.. Vohime
d. Color

01-6c 2-3-2A

t
Write the letter of the choice below which lists the important factors that deter-

.
mine your weight on earth.

.
, a. Noigettfass, Volume, and distance from the center, of the earth

., .

b. Your Mass and dislance trom the center o'f the earth, and the earth's mass
c. Your miss and volume, and the eartifs mass , .
d. None of these .

ci1-Exc 2-3-3A

I

A
.,

-

4i>

I. 'I'

or . A
1. .

t
1 t..

44)

t. ,

. I
t . S.

, :I.
P

t
#

t.

.
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I 4:

,Get jars B and C from boX 02-Core-r at the supply area. What' is the state of matter, 02-Core-1 A

if any, in each of the jars? .,
, ., -

Two scientists reported their research. They' descqed their experiMents ari said
.

02-Core-2A.
0
thexhad done exactly the same experiment. Rowever4he results and conclusions of .

. one scientist were completely different frOm the resultk and conclusions of the other..
. ,

They argued that one of them had done gomething that was different from what he
, .

said he hid done. t , . . . t
. I

1: Is itpossibletpat they both actually did do exactly the same pxperin5nt? ,
- .

4 . . 2: Explain your Si!s".Oer .4

. ,. - .

Ann mixed .two chemicals, A gas was given off. _The Aas put outabu ng match.
- When asked if' the gas was ,Carboh dioxide, Ann said, "kraight-iie; but I'do 't know

,
for sure." ,./ ..

0. 1. Was Ann right in saying that she could not tell what the gas was even
though She had tested it .with the burning match?
2. Explain your answer. ..

'

02-Core-3A
.

44 #

Operational -definiti Carbon dioxide...0)2) is.a .gas whicIrputs out f iresi turns ,
phenol red to yellow, and turns limewater milky. - to

Operationaldefinition II: CO2 is a gas which IA colorless, odorless, and tastets.
Operational definition II says CO2 can be detected pr identified byi &Nerving the .

properties of the gas itself. It takes less work than the first operational,definition. ;
,

el I. Is operitioriardefinition II as useful as operational definition I?
2. Explain your answer..

02-Core-4A

A

B9cky, tested a bottle of atron and a bottle of batrogen. Her data aiie given in the
table below.

TEST

6AS

Atton Bat roge n

Reaction.with a certain solution turns red tutns red

Reaction with a lighted match
, , .

burns
explosively,

burns
explosively

Effects on the nose
,

smells bad
an-d stings

smells bad
and stings

Reaction with phenbl red .turns it
yellow

turns it
green

She then operationally defined atron gas as a gas Which (1) turns a certain solution
red, (2).burns explosively,'and (3) tas a bad smell and stings her nbse....

I. Is this a g6od operational definition for atron?
2. Explain your answer.

02-Core-5A

. ,



02-CoreF6A

I.

All the statements below are true. Record the lettersof any of the statements which
are operateonal definitions.

4'. Oxygen is a gas that causes a glowing splint to burst iinto flaine when the
spliint is placed into a container of the gas:,
b. Chlorine is one of several greenish poisonous gases.
c. Nitrogen is a colorless, odorless, tasteless gas.

,
CP

d. Iodine is a purple gas that forma when a substance that contains it is heated.

02-Core-7A Consider the following faai.
a. Lithium particles are present in many substances.
b. Most substances containing lithium particles are white.

*Substances containing lithium turn a flame a bright red color.
d. Substances containing lithium, potaisium, and sodium particles have a high
boiling point, and dissolve very easily in water.

Choose the one statement above that is an operitional definition for lithium.

02-Core-8A John put some hydrochlorie acid on bking soda and on coral. In both cases but).-
bling occurred. John collected some of each of the reviling gases. In both cases the
gas turned limewater cloudy and pbt out fires quickly. How 'could such different
substances as baking soda and cdral both produce gases which react the same way?

02-Core-9A Samples of air, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and an unknown gas were tested. The
results are shown in the table below. List the sample numbers on your paper. After
each number, write the nme of the gas in the sample.

OA'S TESTED ,. k.'ITST RESULTS

', tIMEWATER BURNING MATCHSAMPLE PHENOL ED
I

I
,

turris it yellow. turns it cloudy puts it out .

2 : .

Z
no change no change keeps it burning

3 no change no change explodes

4 turns it sear no change puts it out
..

02-Core-10A I . Name the products in the reaction below.
2. Nati* the reactants in the reaction below.

calcium + sulfuric aci4:1 11)7driagen + calcha sulfate
/,

02-Core-11A Write a wo ,statement for. the followihg chemical reaction. Calcium chloride,
water, arid carbop dioxide aro formed when calcium carbonate reacts with hydro-:.
chloric acid.

02-Core-12A - Copy' the list of words below onto 'your;answer sheet. Place' G after the things
which are gases. Place an M after those things which are rafter. You'may place
both a G and an M after a word.



I. Ice
2. Oxygen
3.. Wind
4. Air
5. Carbon otoxIde

Louie did the reactions below which involved hydrochloric acid (1-ICI).
1. red solid,+ HCI + greenish gas (I) + colorless liquid

4? 2: orange solid + HCI greenish gas (2) + colorless liquid
1 3. yellow solid 4- HC1 + yellow solid (3),+ colorless liquids

4. amber solid + 7 greenish gas (4) + colorless liquid
He then tested the gases and collected the data below.

GREENISH BURNED ObOR COLOR IN TARTON
GAS SOLUTION

I

2

slowly .

r
exploded .

sharp

none

pink

bthe
.

4, slowly Tsharp pink

Which of the solid reactants -41., orange, and amber in the reactions above prob-
ably contain similar matter paiiOs?

4

02-Core-13A

cz,

Select any of the procedures below in which. a control is used.
a. Gail put a solid into a beaker of water. She heated the solution to increase
the speed at which the solid dissolved. The solid dissolved.
b. Ron healed solid,.blue copper sulfate. It turned white, and something
that looked like water came out Of the test tube. He didn't haire any plain
water,. but he hut. a colorless -salt solution handy. He added half' the salt
solution to the white crystals to see if it was water that had been given off..
Tpley turned blue.
er. Bobbie-wanted to see,if a new plant food she bought really worked. .She
added the plant food to.ust tray of tomato plants which she watched grow.
The tomato plants grew very well.
d. 'Cathy wanted to know whether beans cooked faster covered or uncovered.
She opened a can of beans and put half the beans into each Of twO aluminum
pans. She turned hot!1 burners to the same telperature. She covered 'One of
the pans. The other she left uncovered. TIT covered beans cooked faster.

02-Core-14A

In an experiment, what is a control? 02-Core-15A

Why is a control used whorl an experimenfis being. done?
.

02-Core-16A

You are a famous scieptist. friend wants you to find out what matter particles are
in an.unknown material which has flow been studied before. What would you need.

to do to identify the matter particles in the unknown material?

02-Core-17A

is 4"



I.

02-Core-18A Theron blue turns pink if X matter particles are present. Braten orange turns green
if. Y matter particles are present. Theron blue solution is put into fdur test tubes.
Braten orange solution is put into four other test tubes. A small amount of solution
1, 2, 3, or 4 is added to each sample of .braten orange and theron blue. The results
are shown in the table below.

SOLUTION ADDED THERON BLUE BRATEN ORANGE

1 turns pink no change

2
/

. no change turns green

3 . no change no change

4
_

turns pinki . turns green

Select any of the following which agree with the "data in thelable.
.Solutions 1 and 2 contain the same matterparticles.

b.. Solutions I and 3'colit'ain Y type matter particles.
c. Solutions I and 4 contain X type matter particles.
d. Solutions 2 and 3 react with theron blue.
e. .Soli!tion 4 contains just X type particles.

02-Core-19A . Suppose that the total number of different materials is known to be one trillion.
. I. Is the number of different kin& matterparticles more than, less than,

or equal to one trillion?
2. What evidence supports your answer?

02Exef3-1-1A What do the reactions below indicate to you about 'the makeuP of the three,
solutions?

hydrochloric acid (solution) + seashells carbonic acid
4,

lemon juice (solution)+ seashells carbonic acid
vinegar (solution) + seashells carbonic acid

02-Exc 4-1-1A There are many variables in the problem below. Name the variable which changes.
because other things are changed on purpose. .

Problem: A tire manufacturer wants tvInow which of three kinds of cord material
... ,:-. will help his tires get the'best mileage. #

0 0

02-Exc 4-1-2A In the following problem, identify at least two variables-which must be kept conItant
if the experiment is to have usable results.

.1

Problem: A gasoline refiner wants to know'Which of three additives will cause his
"..?.

gasbline to give the best mileage.

02-Exc 4-2-1A In Excursion 4:you learned' a new, more sensitive procedure for detecting the'.
presence of iodine. Describe the main parts of that procedure. If you would like to
review the less sensitive procedure, you may look at page35 in your text.



In Excursion 4-3, you burned turpentine, Styrofoam, an ed wooi Eacti produced Watt
(cirbon), carbon dioxide gas, or both. There are thousancis of substances in4 the world

which produce these same results when burned. What conclusion about the contents
of these substances can you make?.

02-Exc 4-3-1A

-

."

..

" .



Copy the list of words below onto your paper. Write E after those things whiCh are
made up of elements or combinations of elements. Write M after those things which

are made up of matter. You may put an E and an M after the same word..
1. Window glass
2. Leather
3. Wood
4. Space
5. Light a"

tp,

03-Core-I A

p.

What term is used to n'ame a sUbstance made up of one and only one kind of atom? 03-Core-2A

What is the.narne of the niatter particles which make up elements'? 03-Core4A

Each different shape -in the diagrams below represents a diffeient lefnd of atom.

Wtiich diagram best represents an clement'?

Diagram a Diagram b Diagram c Diagram d

03-Core-4A

Copy the liSt of words below onto *our paper. Write M after those things which are

matter. Write A after those things which are made up of atoms. You may put both

an M and an A after a word.s
. 1 . Paper

2. You-
3. Ideas
4. Breath
5: Clbth

03-Core-5A

Jolin bas 'samples, of 21 different elements. According to the..inodel yop..and Iggy
Pdcveloped for matter, 11.0)v manY different kinds of atOms does John have? .

.a.: About 6 or 7 '
. ,

b. 21 ... I,

c. 42
SeVeral billion

ç. Impostiible to tell

QP

's.



03-Core-lA How many materials are there that cannot be broken down into other materials by
chemical means?

1 \,448at
a. About 5
b. About 9d,000
c. About 2,000
d. About 100

03-Core-8A 415

Draw a diagram which shows what you would expect to see if small piece of the
elenient silver Were magnified enough for you to see the atoms. Explain your dia-
gram.

Oa-Core-9A

03-Core-1 OA

In the formula for calcium chloride (CaCl2), C e symbol for the element cal-
cium. How many kin& of atoms does the symbol Cvstand for?

/Is
Iggy has a nut and bolt combination made up of two long bolts (Bo), one yellow
nut (Ye), and' four green nuts (Gr). Sela.t the formula below which fits Iggy's
combination..

a. 2BoYe4Gr
b. 2BoYeGr4 4

c. Bo2YeGr4
d. Bo2Ye4Gr2
e. Bo4YeGr2

03-Core-11 A Don represented four combinations of two kinds of nuts (Re and Gr) and two kinds
of bolts (Ye and B1) by the formulas given-below. Write yie total number of parts
represented in each formula.

I. GrRe2 B12
2. Gr3Ye
3. Re3Ye2
.4. 'GrB1 .

03-Core-12A Jim used the symbols Bl for long, bolts and Sq, for square nuts. When he put a pile
of nut-s.and bolts together ih a certain way, hi combination waS 3B12Sq5.

. 1. HOW many square nuts:were,in each unit of the combination?
2. How Man9inAtS of -the combination did Jim make?
3. How many long bolts were present in the total number of units of fhe

. combination formld?.

03-Core-1 PA Using yOur knowledge of symbols, formulas,:elementN and particles, answer this
qUestion. .HOlit many different kinds of particles ate in each of the following formu-

P 'las?
1. K2Mn06
2. OsC14



Using the key shown below, write the formula for each of the two pin-button . 03-Core-14A

combinations picthed.

e.

-.

KEY

,

CEP Pi
4al,j- Pn /

'lio

Tr

Describe the reaction below in terms of symbols and numbers. The key shows the
symbols for the pins and buttons used.

KEY
==========mr

,

Pi 4.

!Ni

Bu

OTh)
0-1-
0

I

03-Core-15A

Bo21-1xSq2 is the formula for a nut and bolt c9Mbination. Wh4t Op the formula tar'.
you abbut the ordk in whiCh the Parts are combined?

.03-Core-16A:,.

t



. 03-Core-17A Select any of the choices below whir.1 will complete the sentence. Neal brought a
. -sample of black substance to his science teacher. It is possible that the substance

contains ___ kind(s) of atome.

-77".

a.\2
b. 5
C. 1

d. aor c
e. a, b, or c

03-Core-18A

-)

Louie %yak given a blue rock and asked to find Out which elements were in it.. Todd
-.said that it was impossible to identify the elements in the rock becade there are Mil-
lions oi different substances, so there must be millions of different elements. Louie,
said tilikit is possible to identify the elements in anytIfisk

1P. Do you agree with Louie or Todd?
2. Explain why the person you agree with is correct.

03-Core19A You anCi Iggy have deVeloped a partiqe model. .It says that only a small number of
different kinds of atoms are needed to make all 04f:*the Substances we know. How can
this be true?

, -

03-Core-20A , John dissolved salt in water, instant tea-in 4ater, and iodine in alcohol. What are the
' mixtures John formed called? *,. , .

03Core-2he When solid sodium nitrate is added to water and the two are stirred, the solid dis-
appears. What happens to the.solid?

,03-Core-22A f.

03-C re-23A

When 7,gramtof.solid, blue copper sulfate are dissolved in 32,grams of a liquid, the
solid diSappears and the liqukl becomes bluish. The weight of thesolution is 39 grams.

1 . .,1""he number of atoms ,present in the 7 g of 'copper sulfate and the 32
grams of liejuid before'dislving iS .(equal to, greater than, or less than) the
number of atoms present in tlp .39 gramS of solution. Choose the phraSe in
p4renfileses which completes t& sentence Orrectly.
2. 'stiplain your answer:

,

Shelly has a beaker of asolution. She tests a 29 misample of it and linds that it con-
tains a dissolved solid.'! She says she cannot be sure if the rest ot the liquid contains

'the dissolved solid becauie she has tested onlya sample.
I. Could other samples of the liquid be different?
2,, Explain your answer.

03-Core-24A Cover the 4ottom of a test tube with blue copper sulfate trystals.and sodium chlo-
iide. Have your teacher check the amount of the solid yOu hae in the test tube:-
Use an alcohol burn' er and any other materials you need, and heat the substance
for two.minutts. List youi observations.

A

,



Jerry mixed a blue solution and a colede tion and produced a solid and a 03-Core-25A

grehtlue solution. What happened t the atoms of the reactants to make the
products so different from the reactants?

Bob was given a sample of a white element and a led element. He knew that the
white element would react with manY other elements. He knew nothing about the
red element. He put them bothinto a test tube and heated them, but no reaction tOok
place. Bob decided that the red eledent wouldn't react with any element because it
did not react with the white element,

1. Do you agree with his conclusion?
2. Explain y,our answer.,

03-Core-26A

ohn prepared th4 following reaction.
zinc + hydrochloric acid zinc chloride + hydrogen

If there were 755 atoms orzinc used as reactants how
'presel in the products?

1r a. Exactly 755
b. Probably 755 plus a few
c. Probably 755 minus a few
d. Impossible to tell
e. Either b or c

'LA

many atoms or zinc are

03-Core-27A

When hydrogen sulfide is added to silver nitrate solution, the silver atoms combine
with the gGIfide 'particles to form a black solid called silver sulfide. Sam mixes a
solution of hydrOgen sulfide with a solution of silver nitrate. The black solid forms
and settles to. the bottom. How can Sam find out if all of the reactant silver particles
are used up?

03-Core-28A/

..°1

Jean did the following reaction.
zinc + copper sulfate > 16.1 g zinc sulfate + 6.4 g copper

(22.5 g total product)
1. Se.lect the phrase which makes the following statement true. The mass of
the reaytants was (greater than, equal to, less than) 22.5 g.
2. Since you weren't there when Jean. did the reaCtion, on what basis could

you answer question

03-Core-29A

"tv

I.

telk



03-Exc 5-1-1A

a

The names of the chemical elements come from a wide variety of souvces. Sele'ct all
of the statements behAv whkh account for this variety. The elements werenamed

a. by the people who used them. .
b. for the people who discovered them.
c. for famous people.
d. for godlgoddesses, and goblins.
e. for connents, countries, and cities.
f. bye systematic scientific process .

g. using Greek* German names.
h. for their color.
i. for their odor.
j. for their appearance.

A

03-Exc 6-1-1A I. If 75,000 particles of sodium are dissolved water to make 1,00
ml of solution, how many particles of sodium w uld you expect to find in a
10 ml sample of the solution?

.T'2. State how the particles are distributed in the solution.

03-Exc 6-2e4A For each of the four situations below, write the- number of the situation and answer
thsse two questions.

(a) Has a chemical reaction occurred?
(b) How do you know?

Situation I. A colorless solution of chemical A and_ a colorbess solution of chemi- ,

cal B are mixed. No color change is observed in the solution, nh gas is released, and
a white solid settles to the bottom of the beaker.

Situation 2. When a clear colorless solution X is added to a Colorlesis soluiion 1/';
.no 'gas is released hi the glass container in which they are mixed. The solution stays
clear but turns yellow. No odor is observed.

Siluation'3. When hydrochloric acid is added to a Colorless solution bubbles form
and escape, no color change is observed, and no solid forms.

Situation 4. Two solids each, form a colorless solution when dissolved water.
When the two solutions are mixed, the resulting solution remains.clear'ind colorless.
No gas is given off, and no iblid settles to the bottom. There is no temperature
change.

03-Exc 6-3-1A When hydrochloric acid is .added to silver nitrate, the silver atoms coaine with the
chloride particles. -A whftesolid, -called silver chloride, forms. Ken mixes 4 milli-

. liters of HC1 with. 4 milliliters of silver nitrate. The white solid forms and settles to
the bottom. Explain how .he,could.rind out if altof the reactant silver particles are
used up.,

9



Jack observed the following two reactions.
2K, 1 + 12 2KI '
(element) (element) (compound)

Cu + Cl2 -+Cuel2
(element) (element) (compound)

He concluded that the elements potassium (K), iodine (I), copper (CU), and chlorine
(C1) do react, and therefore the following reactions will.occur.

4
K + Cu -+ KCu
Cu + I2 -0"Cul2
C12 + I2 2C1I
2K + C12 -+ 2KC1

1. Do you agree or disagree with Jack?.
2. :Why?

0

04-Core-lA

George has a bottle.of chloride solution. He puts 2 ml of the solution into a test tube
and 10 ml of it into a beaker. There are 20 chloride atoms in. the 2 ml of solution in

the test tube. How many chloride atoms are in the beaker?
a. You can't tell
b. 20
c: 100
d. 200
e. 2,000

04-Core-2A

In tests, Dan found that 4 particles of calcium react with 8 particles of chlorine, pro-
ducing 4 particles of calcium chloride.

1. If Dan is given 10 particles of calcium, can he-predict the_nUmber of par-
ticles of chlorine needed t se up all the calcium particles? .

2. Can he predict how y particles of calcium chloride will be produced?
3. Explain your answers.

04-Core-3A

Jack has two solutions. One contains silver particles, and the other contains chloride
particles: Suppose eada ml of the ,chloride solution contained 5 chloride particles,
and each ml of the silver solution contained 5 silver particles. He mixes 10 ml of the

y 'solution containing silver particlk with 10 ml of tile 'solUtIon containing Chloride

'particles. Select any of tile conipinatidns below which would cause you to predict .

that chloride particles would be left over.

NO

04-Core-4A

,

.
KEY

-,

\ .:, Chloride
pricle

,

, .
,

Silver
eparticle



04-COre-5A A solution of sodium chloride is added to a solution of lead nitrate. The lead and
-the _chlorine atoms form a white solid, lead chloride, which settles to the bottOm.
How could you find out if all the lead particles in the lead nitrate solution are tised
up?

In Chapter 7, you heated-tfie six test tubes with the yellOw solid in them. Then you
were given the following directions:

Measure, in millimeters, the height of the 'yellow solid that thas tormed
1, in each tube. The, height of the pile of solid indicates the amount of

-product formed. ;The longer_you wait to make the measurements, the .
more the solid will settle. Theree, do your measuring today. "And
measure all the tubes as quickly, as carefully as you can. -

What variable do these direttions tell you must be controlled if the results of your
activity are, to be useful?

04-Core-7A HC1.Was added to a solution of washing soda solution. The washing soda particles
reacted, and bubbles of carbon dioxide gas were given off. How cOuld you find out
if there were any more unreacted-washing soda particles left?

04-Core-8A Julie combined lead and sulfuric acid in the following reaction. Her data for six
trials appear in the table below.

6

5

4

AI&

Pb + H2SO4 PbSO4 + H2
(lead) (sulfuric acid) (lead sulfate) (hydrogen)

'

o 2 4

GRAMS OF Pb
6

TRTAL AMT. OF Pla3:
(in g)

AMT. OF H2SO4
(in ml)

-,

AMT. OF PbSO4
n g).

1 1 28 ,./ 1.5

2 .,..... 28 . 3.0

3 . 3 28 4.5

4 4 28 .5.O

5 28 5.0

28 5.0'

A 9

Study the table, and answer-the following queStions. If it will help.you, get a ece ,.
of graph paper and plot the data_on a grid like the one shOwn..'

. I. In which trials isthere an excess.of
which trials is there in excess of H2S64?,

Ott-Core-9A Wrjte a tdefinitioOf .6'ttipound as it is used in the following sentence. C-Oppe.,'..
sulfate (CySO4) is a_wmpOund. ,, . .

(



,Each of the two combinations belocv represents a diffeTent compoumf.

4,.

If the diagrams above represent compounds;what does each symbol in the box below

represent? \Nr

04-Core-1 OA

. 4

,..

Alice developed a model that explained all the observations involving gravity in terms

of a particle, which she called a graviton.. When three other students brought Alice.,
their Models, which they said also explained all observatib volving gravity, Alice

refused to review them. She remarked, "Your models can be'gOod. They are dif-
ferent from mine, and everybody knows mine works."

1. Do you agree with Alice's reason for not looking at the other models?

2. Explain your answer. a

04-Core-11A

SupposifIggy has become so small that he can walk between atoms in a. material,

Iggy is lost inside a chunk of,material because All:The atoms look exactly alike.

What sort of a material is Iggy lost in?

Write the letter of the best statement below about the models that scientists use.
a. It model is thrown out when it does not predict or explain a new observa-
tion because it has been shown to be ineorrect or incomplete.;
b. Models used by scientists provide only right answers.'

c. The models used by scientists state what actually happens in nature and
are therefore correct.
d. It is.not known if the models used brscientiits are correct;but they are
used because"they help explain and predict observations.

a

'.04-Core-13A

;
1 4

Suppose .that all scientists were to accept a partiC1 model for sound. This would
mean that

a. scientists had direct proof that sound exists as particles. -

b. at least the best scientists have seen. soundparticles..
sound is exactly like matteiParticles.

.d, thinking about sound as thqugh it is mude up of tiny particles had .ex-

plained most of the.cibservationnade to that nate. .

e, No othet model could explain the observations,made to that date.

04-Core-11IA

)
4

if \

46 .



04-Core-1-6A In your text, you were asked whether atoms ,combine, with each other in definite
'numbers. You said yes after 'experimenting with lead iodide (11b12). Then, in-

,. stead of being asked a different question, you were asked to answer the same ques-
tion working with copper sulfate (CuSO4) and zinc (Zn):Why was it necessary to

,

answer the question more than once? ,
. r

04-Core- 16A

.

'SYSTEM

izinc + hydrochloric acid -4 zinc chloride + hydrogen 1

(metal) (colorless ;olution) (colorless olution) (colorless gas)
List ihe letters of any of the following which represen4 a component of the above
system.

a. zinc + hydrochloric acid
b. zinc + hydrokhloric acid ,-4 zinc.:, chloride + hydrogen

,c. + hydrochloric acid hydrogen,

e: zinc
U. zinc'chloride .

1

04-C9re-17A.
SYSTEM

i.!

1
-r

1sodium sulfide. + silver nitrate- .-4 sOdi4n nitrate ' + silyer Sulfide., ..

(colorless solution) (colorless Solution)... (colorless solution) .:(blaek solid).
.

Ltst the letters of "any of 'the. fciirowing which idplesent subsystems of the above. ,7 e z, '
.0 4^ system. .

. .
a. silver + salfidA -4.silver sulfide ,- .0. \.,..

b. sodium
. .

c. sodium sulfide + silver nitrate ... ,.. r"7. , \ 1
sc.

d. sodium-nitrate + Silver Sulfide - 7 . ji . 1
e.. sodiuni s'ulfide + silver nittate--, sodium nitrate.* sifver sulfide:

. ?X.,
+

04-Core- 1 Get the following quipmentf
alcopol burner

1 250-ml beaker
'Celsius thermometer

I burirer,support stand O. .

150 ml of water. ,
Get your tea cher pr an 'appointed observtr to watch you. Use the butner to heat the
150

A

ml of water. While the water is heating, measure and:record its temperature
every minute for three minutes.

41

'

a-Core-19A
.a.

'Bill found in a reaction that for everY atom of calcium (Ca), two atoms Of iodine JO
were used. He decided that one atom of Ca always combines With tWo 'atoms of I.
But Sue said that the number of I atoms that combine with an atom of Ca would be
different if Bill had started with different amounts of Ca andi.

1. Do you agree witfuSill or Sue?
2. Why?

.1



' 4

Ask the, teacher to, watch' you do this performance check:. Get bottle 04-Core-20 04-Core-20A

and .weigh out 3 grams of the white-solid. You' may use any equipment you need.

In box 04-Core-21 you will fi d eight solutions labeled A through H. Get five test 04-Core-21A
tubes and .any eq'filpment you, need. Mix the solutions as shoWn in the table beloW.

For mat numbered mixture, tell
(a) whether Or not a reaction takes placeand
(b) if there is a reaction, state the evidence for it,

MIXTURE 1/2 DROPPER+, h DROPPER .

.

, ',"
.

1

/'
. ,

3

4 .
. , .

5

.
i

.
I

i.

A

C

G

IF.

C

. ,

..

:k

F.

A

E

, .
,For each situation below: ,

',' .'(a)state,whether or,not.a, reaction has occuued'and
... .

. ,

., ': (b) if areaction has occurred, state the evidence of the reaction.. -

glass container in which they are mixed grows very warm, no gas is released, the solu-

/,`_%
. I NY

.Situation I :, Two- Colorless solutions are mixed. No color change is observed in
the resulting solution. The test tube gets hot, no gas is released, and a white solid
settles to the bottom of the beaker.

Situation 2: When clear, colorless solution X is added to colorless solution Y;the

tion stays clear and colorless, and no odor is observed. .
situation 3: When hydrochloric acid is added to a colorless solution, bubbles

form and escape, no col9 change is,observed, and no solid forms.' I'
Situation 4: Two.white solids both form colorless solutions when they are dissolved

in water. When the two solutions are ntixedthe resulting solution remains clear and

colorless. No gas ,,Is given off, and the temperaiute doesn't change. No solid
, settles, to "the bottom.

04Core-22A

,

4 Examine thelable below which' shows the data ,collected in three trials.

TRIAL MASS OF :

RED REACTANT
'MASS OF
GREEN REACTANT

MASS'OF
-.PRGIA.ICI ..

.,::
'

1 , ,. 2 g 95 g .3 g
-

2 2 g :, ., 125 g , N g ,

3 .. /2 g , , 140 g 3 g

Notice that in each Arial the amount of the green reactant changes. Yet the product
.

:.is e xtly 3 g in each case. Explain why.
.

04-Core-23A
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.04-.Core-24A If h is the symbol usoel for height and yoU were asked to meas4 A h', what would' .

.you measure?
1.

04Core-25A A soluliOn of lye particles and hydrochloric acid (HO) were mixed: The HCI and the
lye particles reacted. The temperature of the reacting solutions went up'5°C. How
could yoti tell if there were stilliye particles that had not reacted?

04-Core-26A

.`

Bart has three beakas labeled I,. 2, and 3, each of which Contains the-elems
(Zn) and sulfur (S). lic studied a sample from the top and the:bottom of each Of the
beaken. His data are shown in the chart below. . *.

BEAKER 1IUMBER ATOMS OF,Zn ,.

.,7

ATOMS OF S '0

1 (top)

1 (bottom)

100

100

,. ..,.."

. 200. ,

.Sop

2 (top)

2.(bottom)

,100

ioa'
. i 5

( .. ,

3 (top)

3 (bot n'19.

.

... lOtt.

100 .

_

150.
1

150.

.

.

, ,

.

lit whfch, ilany, of, the three beakers weft zinc and sulfurpresent as 'a
single compound? ,

2. How do you knOw? -.4

04-Core27A Study the equation below.
2AgN0'3 + CuCI, -4 C1010.3)2
,

+ 2AgC1
, (silver nitrate) (copper chloride) (copper iitrMe) . (silver chloride)

How many atoms of oxygen (0) are Present in the reactantl.? ,
2. Flow many chloride atoms (CI) are present in the products?

, '

04-Core-28A Jack made a blue solution *contiining a compound composed of particles A and B.
(he then made a colorless solution coittaining a compound composed 'or particleg C
and .1). When he iniXedithe two solutions, a greeiAolution and a white solid were
formed. What happenct to the particles during the, reaction to cause.these changes?

04-Core-29A 1. Is it possible for the following reaction'to occur?
2. Explain your answer.

Pb(NO3 ), + 2KI PbCI1 " + 2NaNO3
nittate) .(gptassium iodide) (lead chloride) (Sodium nitrate)

04-Exa 7-1-1A Suppose that yonwere given 'the following giiiiph and Asked to Predict-the amount of
product AB formed When S g and:10,g of reactant A reaCted with a set amount of B.

. Which, if either, of-the two predicted values would you.he less sure of?
2 Why?

F.



4101.

co 8

6

0 4
0
cc 2a.

0 4 8

REACTANT A (In grams)

10

Get-a piece of graph paper, label it Iike the grid below, and piot the 'data. Draw in

v the best-fit lines for Ihe data. '111

TRIAL . g OF CaC13.
1 3.2

2 5.8

3 9.3
i 4 10.6

5 10.8

6 10.5..

4

12

11

10

9

a

7

4

3

2

1

11111111110.11011.1111111111011111111111011111M
1111111111111111111111111111111111
INIIII1111111111111M1111111
11111111111111111111111111111
INE101111111111111111111.111111.11111
11111111.111.1111111111111MIIIP
.11.111.11.111111...1111111111111111
111111011111rn11111111110111111
111111.111M11.1111MMIN
INIIM11111111111111111111.111111111111MMIIIIII
111111.11101010111111111111111
11111111101111MMINIM11
11111110110111111111111IIIII

11111111111M11111110111111

11111111111111111M1111111OINI1111111
1 2 3 4 6

TRIALS ,

7-1-2A

7 8 9 4



04-Exc 743A

1100 GraiTh 'a

List the letters of any graphs Whichiell you that.!hen A interelies, B also Inccease

100 Graph b 100 Gosph c

0/ A 75
.100 Graph d

a f

,

oftib
4.41,

QM%

A 75

,

.111 *SR. Illmela 61111110 =IN IMO WM am% .

, 0 75
100 Graph f

).-

A 76

04-Exe 7-1-4A

100

o

List the letters of anigraphs which show one variable which stays the same while the
other increases.

Graph a / 100 \ Graph b

0/
100 Graphl

A

100 Graph c

411610411140 Nob aim Nom mr.. aro 411.

A- 5
100 Graph f

5 /
/ -/



From the graph., predict how mank g Orproduct Y.-would' t;,(forricled if
1. 3 g of reactant A. were used.
Z. 5 g orreaetant A Were used,
3. 7 g of reactant' A Were used. i
4. I g of reactant A were used., .

p.

N

20

16

8
4

a.

A

0 2 4 f 6 8 10*

REACTANT11 grams)

04-EXc 7-1-54

lack put 100 int of water.into each of the flye beakerS:shown
,beaker,, he, dissolvedthe Afferent amounts of sUgar sho,wn.

I. Starting wittil,he least concentrated solution:list the
of solytions in order of concentration.
2. Which is the more concentkatad Agolution, b or'd?

Theifin each.,
, .

letters of the beakers.
V

.,

.;

I

04-Exc .

`ei

.. .. . . . , , ,, . .

- A ilass of- ice tea contains 100 ml 'of water and tea and -IA g of sugar. What is the .

concentration of the sugarin the sofution?".State your ansWqrin shuns per' :milli-
. i

liter (g/mp
.

. ' - 7'. -.

04-Exc 7-2-2A.

;

..fiin had a." 500 ml bottle of maple syrup. The 500 an) of syrup contained 100 g of
.. .

thssolveci maple sugar.. Jim poured 50 ml .of the-syrup on his pancakes. How many
grams of inaplesgar dkl he put on his pancakes?: -,.

04.Exc. 7-2-3A

4
Ga the following equipment.

1. 250-:ml.beaker
1 Celsius thermometer

..water
Get your teacher or an 'appointed-Observer to'watch ybu. Measure and reeor.i the
temperature a the water.

.

04-Exc 8-1-IA

. '

c.

T .
oo.

,
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04- .Exc 8-221A Willie. Pei:formed the following reactign by mixing two solutions:
lead-nitrate t calcium Chloride '-+ .

(solution) (solution), (solid)
Lead chloride, is.a white. solid. which-Airnis and; sottles to the bottom of- the liquid.

.

Willie said there should 'b,e another product, calciUm,nitrate.
1 . If ;Willie is right, 'where is that product?
2. How`could you get it?

0

04-Exc, Ammonium (NH4) is anatom team. If ammonium hydroxide (NH401-) reacts wiih'
zinc chloride (ZnC.12), Which of .the tpllowing would be. a product of the reaction?

-a. 'NH3C1
b. ..NH2C1.
c. JNC1
d. .NH4C1
e,. NHC1 . 4 k.

1

9.

fr

4.

1

4.

t.;

a.

7

.
,
\

1.

4.. 1
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You did the activity diagramed below, to find'out if copper su1istelCuSO41 in solu-
tion would-conduct electricity. First you did' the activity, using distilled water. Then' :

you were asked "to put CuSO4 inio the water: Why couldn't' you have skipped the
step using only distilled water and put a C004 solution into the beaker in the first
place! .

To cheiger

Distilled water

06-Core-1A

tA.

In an activity;you wcre,jsked Vo find out if copper sulfate (Cuga4) in a sOlUtion
..would conduct electricity: First You tested pure'diktilled water;-aishown below.

Then you were asked to test a -soldtion Of CuSO4 and 'water. Which term below is
au,sed rO describe ,Something that iS used in the way the distilled water. was used in
that activity?.

, a. Reactant
4). Product-

C. Element
- d. Control

9

Distilled water

, 05-Core-2A

A
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05tore-3A
at"

Jerry hooked 14) his apparatus as shown below., Rod A was positive,and. attracted -
chloride ions. Rod B was negative and- attracted zinc ions. Jerry i/as palled out of

. the room, so he disconnected the rods. When he reconnected,the rods, he Mixed yp
the leads, and B became positive and A negative. How would this affect the ion W.-
in the solution?

, ..

; .

Solution of zinc ions
and chloride ions

05-Core-4A Bill put two carbon rods into a copper sulfate (CuSO4) solution, eicactly a shown
below. He wanted the.copper (Cu) iorts to move to.carbon rod,A. He left the equip-
ment in place overnight so that the copper ions would have'time to move.

I. When Bill comes to schdol in the morning, wills the copper ions have

moved to carbon rod A?
2. Explain your answer.

Solution of positive CU ions

. ano,negitive SO4 ions

:

05Core5A. Select the phrase which best comPletes the following story. A Kleenex tissue is not
attracted to a plastic comb.. They are rubbed together. After the rubbing, the tissue
is attracted to the comb. The rubbing

a. produc.ed the same charge on both objects:
b. removed the charges so they would attract each other.
(.% *used the obj4ts to be oppositely chirged.
d. either a Or b. 4 r

I I'

I.



In 'the diagram, the equipment is operating properly. The motor lifts the sinkers,, . 05-Core-6A
1.. What kind of particles does this tell you are in the sthitiori?
2. Explain your answer. .

Rods

/

Battery charging apParatus

I Solution

Sigkers

There are tVvo types of electrical charge. What are they? (15-Core-7k

Stke the rule which tells what would occur when' objects With like charges or 05-Core-SA
objects with opposite charges are brought near each other,

.

The strips of aluminum foil in the diagram below are repelling-eaCh other, Foil strip'
2 has a positive cIiarge.

1. What is the charge on foil strip 1? ,

2. On what rule did you base your answer?

..95-OcrOk

Rectangles 1 arid 2 -in the diagram are'stiips 'oe aluminum foit.which attract each , .05,Core-.10A
other. Strip 2 has a positive charge. What is the charge on strip 1?

.4
r:

f
t.) )

,

1.

.1



05-Core-11A c.,A red and a blue balloon are eacii giveh a charge. How conld you find out if they ,
. ,

have the same or different kinds of charges?'
'

05-Core-12A Sue made a solution which contained ,positive iron ions. .

k.. 1. If sheVut . a positively charged rod'and negatively. charged rod into the
solution, would the iron ions move towar or away from ,the negatively
charged rod?

.,.

2: Why? ,

05-Core-13A Get bottles' 1, 24 and 3 from box 05-Core-13. Also get three test tubes. In separate
test tubes, 'put about,3 ml of each solution. Decides What you need Co do to find out
if the sulfate ion is present in, any of'these solutions. Cheek your plan with your
teacher. If it is .all right to go .on, get what you need and test the solutions. Record
the bottle number of any solution 'which contains sulfate ions.

O5:Core-14A You operationally defined the sulfate ion. What dO stieh operational definitions of
substances tell you? a-.

05-Core-15A You have wOrked with.negatively charged sulfate (SO4) ions.
I. Is the SO4 ion composed of just one element'?
2. If so, what is it? If not, how many elements are there in the ion?

.

a

05-Core-16A Salt (NaC1) and potassium ibdide (KI) are compounds. According to thelnixlel you
are developing, what force holds the atoms in each of these compoundi together? ,46. .

05-CoreJ 7A . Kevin found that the ions, below, had the charges shown. The plus sign represents ii
positive charge, the minus sign a negative 'charge.,,

Ag+, a-, Bei Na4-, K+, NO-3 .
\

Based on your experience, predict three pairs of tsiofo ions each that could combine'
to form compounds. . .

05-Core-18A

4

1 Select any pair or pell's of ions below in which the paired ions will attract
each other.

a. Cu+; Na+
b. cr, NO:3
c. ,N0-3

a. a-, Cu+
. , 2. State why you chose its you did.

KEY

Positi, ion ;.
4t
Negative ion

05-Core-19A . Gary did some activities with a solid, yellow compound. He found that it contained
calcium ions, which have a positive charge. He found' that the only other thing the
compound contained was chromate particles.

1. Name the kind Of charge on the chrotna'te particles.
2. Explain Why VOu predicted the charge you'did.

,a
"Ow
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In this cour* you have been asked -many-tin-les to.label test tubes, vials, beakers, and. 05-Core-20A
other materials., :You have also been told .to write down your observations immedi-
ately. The major reason for doing these things is that

a. students te.nd to forget.
b. it's atelpftil procedure when investigating..

, c.. then you cannot make any mistakes.
d. this is science. An historian would not be so:careful.

Textbooks', I .and 2/oth explain what happens when electricity is passed thrpugh a
copper `sulfate solution.

Book I says: .

A particle model for matter assumes that ions of copper are very tinx.
Therefore, these matter particles Could move about, and you wouldn t

stances as long as if is supported by.your observations. To apply it to
see them.. This model IS: useful and may be applied to other sub-

othc-rssubstances, you will rii!,e,d Tnore data.
Book 2 says:

The tiny copper and sulfate ions move towardthe charged rods. The
movement of the copper and sulfate iOns proves that differently
charged idns exist in all matter' and do move in solutions.

Select the answer below which, correctly tells both which :book a scientist would
probably prefer and why he would prefer it.. . ,

a.. Book I , becatise it says that experlinental results support Models, sbut
experhnenting iuust 'continue.

'6. Book 2, because it states facts that you proved in class.
c: .Book 2, because it states more facts than nook 1.

. d. BoOk I , beciluse it used the,word model.
k

'e. Either book, because they both talk about the same thing.

05;Coret21A 1,

Assume that Dr, Lillian BraithWaite 'is great scientist who is respected and
listened to:by other scientists. S e says that virus X _causes brain damage ins mice._
Other scientists would aCcept th,e st tement if Dr. Braithwaite

a. put a statement ki.bout this into a textbook she is writing.
b. got three other. great sciei tists to agree to say -that they believe she is
,correct,
C. prodUced a pure strain of virus X

. d. reportedher experinients involv g both some mice infected, with virus, X
and some wliriCh were,not.

.

05-Core.42A

In Chapter 0; you studied the behavior of som Matter particlesM solutions. The n:

text discusSed a kind of matter particle called-an 1 t. Which of fhe following state-
Ments best describes ions?

a.:( Scientists have seen ions in solutions.
b. Ail matter is made up of ions.
c; Only the ion model can explain the observations y u made.
d. The idea of an ion was thought lip by scientists to e )1ain the behavior f .

sonic matter partieles:

05-C9re-23A

.

,

. 4.,
,
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05-Exc 9-1t1A Suppose you fell into a solution aid shrank". If yoti,shrank to the.size of matter
particles, you could ride Iggy's Ion, Express. If you want to ride.t6 the town of
Positive Rod, what, would you be charged?

05,Exc 10-1-1A- Bilpeft beakers A and B of the same solution sitting in different places in Mr: Taylor's
ioom. Later, Jane fountl the beakers. Thesolutions had-evaporated, leaving tryStals..,
which looked like.those in the diagrams below;

1. Which of the solutions had evaporated. faster?
2. Explainyour anSwer.

. Beaker A
Blue crystals

Beaker B
Blue crystals

05-Exc 10-2-1A ,

C.,

'Open your textbook to Table 1 on page 472,
'Steve filled in 'the table with the following data, working with a setup like the'one

shown on page 473, but psing silyer mepil-.strips and'silver nitrate solution.' ,
,

> .,
, NEGATIVE StRIP POSITIVE STRIP

-Initial pointer position
,

Final pointerposition

Change in positioh
-

Observaiions

5.3 cm

6.7 cm

down 1`.4 cm .....

silver crystals forming

.
5.3 cm

4.1 Cm

, up 0.8 cip
,..

.;,.

.

,:

...

On your answer sheet, tell how you explain the data above. Use a labeled diagram. to ,-

, illustrate your, answer.

A

,

4 .
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In Chapter 11.yon put some sodiurn chloride solution into a .beaker. You then tested
it to see if it Conducted electricity. When you finished, you put the -solution'into the
"used" jar. Why didn't you' just put the 'solution back intort.he ja it came from,-
,since you didn't add any9ther.chemicals to it?

06-Core-14

Mike hud a solution:which contained particles of an element. He put a positively and
a negatively charged rod into the solution. The particles of the' element were not
attracted to either df, the rods. Which- of the following kinds of particles of the cle-
ment are in the solution?

.a. Atoms
b. Ions

Either a or b
f theabove

,

OS-Core-2A

Larry put twO carbon rods, which were connected to a.battery charger, into a so-. 06-Core-3A
lution of nickel nitrate. The, nickel ions moved toward the rod with the negative
charge. What was the%charge on t.he nickel ions?

Jack wiped his'unchancd shoe on an unCharged wool, rug. His shoe and the rug
became charged; Explain what happens to cause the two neutral objects to become
'charged,by being rubbed together. , . -

1. 66-tore-4A-.

Jan charged a rubber rod by rubbing it with a p ie ce of tissue paper. She then brought : 06-Cote-5A
,.. the rubber rod cloSe to the tissue paper. ,

...
I.. Will the rod and:the paper attract or repel eachother?

. 2. Why?.
..

Write the letter of the best'answer in each of the followhig cases.
Case 1., lf a plastic comb has a positivesharge, it has

a. as many negative as positive charges:
b. fewer positive charges than negative charges.
c. fewer negatlite charges than positive charges.
d. juSt positive charges:

Calse 2. If a rubber conib has a negative charge, it has,
a, fewer negative charges than positive charges.
b. moire negative charges than positive charges.
c. just negative charges..
d.,.as many positive charges as negative charges.

.

a

-*
00-Core-6A

Jack noticed that When he rubbed a neutral rubber rod and' a neutral piece of rabbit's 06-Coie-7A
furtogether,,they beame oppositely charged. Explain how oppoSite charges were
produced'by rubbing two objects tctgether. which had been neutrally charged.

;

7

/

0

1.



06-Ciore-8A

N. (ft
'10

067Core-9A

Record the tter of the phrase below which correctly comPletes the Sentence. A
neutral obje thas

a. pos1tive or negative charges.
1

b. fevier negative than positive aharges.
c. more negativothan positiire charges.
d. equal numbers of POsitive and negative charges.

4

Donna hung a Pineong ball from a piece of string. She found that twa rods, one a
positively charged rubber rod and the pthet a negatively charged glass rod, attracted

EMU' Wliat Was the.charkb On the ball? . "7- '

06-Core-10A Jim had two Ping-Pong balls. He knew that ball A was neutrally charged and ball B
had a negative charge. When he fpund that balls A and B attracted each other, he
allowed them to touch. *After a few seconds14 the balls began to repel*each other'and
continued to repel. Explain Why they _first attracted and then repelled each other.

06-Core-11A Give arCoperati6na1 definition tbr neutrally chorged particle of a powder.

06-Core-12A Suppose you were given a pink Solid and asked to ktermine if the solid was made of
ions, of one kind of atom, or of one kind of molecule:. Selearany of the following
which.you would need to know to identify the kind of particles in,the solid.

a. The amount of the solid which will dissolve in water
b. The size and shape of the solid
c. If a solution of the solid will conduct electricity
d. If its pdwder is attracted to a negatively .charged vinyl strip
e. ef the solid can be broken down into two or more simpler substances

06-Core-1 3A Dr. Lee found a procedure for breaking down large starch molecules into smaller
units. *hich of the following is a possible product of such a breakilown?

a. Smaller moleeules
b. Atoms
c. Elements

, d. Other compounds (comhinations of different atoms)
All of these

41.

06-Core-14A Bob found that baking soda, a powder, is attracted to both a positively charged
acetate strip and a negatively charged vinyl strip. He therefore concluded that baking
powder must be made iipbfat'Olecules,-- not ions., .,

I. Do you agree or disagree?.
.2. Explain-your answer:

Core-1.6A . -Two atoms of hydrogen and an atom f oxygen conihine to form one molecule of
watef. It regitires a -great-deal of:force- to separate the neutral atoms onci- they have
combined.

I. Whta force holds the. neutral moleeule together? .

2.- Explain how thiS force can exist in a .neutral molecule.

4



Salt is a substance which is made up of atoms f chlorine and atom's of sodium com- 06-Core-16A
bined in definite numbers. What are such subs ances called?

c

Neutral atoms of chlorine gain negative charges from atoms of sodiupi and become
chlorine parlicles with a charge. What name'do scientists give to s94h atoms with a

..
charge?

06.:Core-17A 4s

Cornstarch is,made up of molecules. Record the letter of any of the follbwing, whit*
are true statements, about cornstarch.

a. The substance contains no positive of negative charges.
b. A solution of the substance will conduct electricity.
c. The substance contains both positive and negative charges.
d. The subst'ance is attracted to a Positively charged acetate strip.
e. The substance is attracted to a negatively charged vinyl strip...

06-Core-18A

Select the statement below which is part of the atomic model.
a. Matter contains no,positive Or negative charges.
b. There are billiolis of different kinds of matter atoms.
c. Matter contains movable negative charges.
d. There are no particles in gases.

06-Core-19A

Read the Lllowing carefully. The particle model that you have developed is incom-
plete, but you have been working on it for less than a year. You are working towiird
the same completed model which scientists have already finished developing.

1. Do you agree or disagree with the statement above?
2. Why?

06-Core-20A

0

Suppose' that all scientists accepted a 'particle model for sound. This would mean'
that

a. scientists had direct proof that sound exists as particles.
b. at- least a few good scientists had actually seen sound particles withlheir
own eyes.

. ,

c. thinking about sound as though it were made of tinlp particles explained
most of the, observations made up NI that time.
d. sound is.emictly like matter particles.
e. no other model could explain the observations made up to that time.

a

06-Core-21A

Select the phrase,which Completes the sentence corre4:tly. The atom, a particle of an
element, is a model now being used to explain matter. Scientists accepted the atomic
model .;

a.,..:ithen no otiler model could describe the reactions of matter.
-b. when.thinking about Matter 'as tiny particles proved to pc.useful.
c. when Congress passed a law that grrity can exist .only if it is.in the tiny
particles described by 'the model.
d.: only.when gravitons were seen in experiments.

11

06-Core-22A
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06-Core-23A If you are thinking' about the concept of electrical "charge, which of the following
terms does not belong with the other three?

a. Atoms
b. Molecules
c. Neutral particles

.d. Ions

06-Core-24A On your answer sheet, beside the number of each statement; writt the word atom.
for statement's that are true of atoms. Write the word ion for the statements that are
twe of ions. Write the word both for statements that are truenftoth atoms and ions,.

. They are present in a piece of copper.
2. They can be colored.
3. They have an equal number of positive and negative charges..
4. They contain positive and negative charges.
5. They can be particles with more positive charges than negative.

06-Coile-25A When John tested three sUktances, he found that their solutions conducted electricity.
When the substaaes were dry and powdered, they were attracted both to positively
and to negatively charged acetate strips. Look at the chart of his data below.

SUBSTANCE

-

CONDUCTS
ELECTRICITY

ATTRACTED TO
POSITIVE CHARGE

A. i

ATTRACTED.TO
NEGATIVE CHARGE

.. ,

Blue

Brown

Purple

yes

yes

yes.

yes

yes

Yes

yes

yes . .

yes

BaSed on these data, what can you conclude about the substances? §elect the state-
ment below which correctly describes the substances.

a: They are iqnic, and each substance containsAmequal amounts of positive
and negative chaiges. v
b,_ They are molecular, and each substance contains -unequal amounts 'of posi.
tive and negative charges.
c. TheY are molecular, and each substance contains equal amounts of positive
and negative charges.
d. They are ionic, and each substance contains equal amounts .of posit*
and negative charges.

06-Exc 11-1-1A For many years, people thought that water was an element.
1. Is it?
2. Explain your answer.



Leroy uted a shortcut in doing the excursion Strip Affects Drip." Iiistead of
using one vinyl and pne acetate strip, he useg, only an acetate strip. He gave it a
positive charge and held it near a stream of drips. The drips were attracted to the
charged strip. Leroy concluded that the drips were peutml.

I. Wa's this a good conclusion?
2. Explain your answer.

06-Exc.11-2-1A

41,

You may look at your book and notes for this question. If in Excursion 11-3,
"Electrolytes Light;'.you were to draw a graph of your data, which of the following
graphSielt represents the general shape you would find?..

.

Graph a Graph b

GS 0. GS

B = Brightness

Graph c

GS

Graph d Graph e

06-Exc 11-3-1A

GS 0 GS

GS = Grams of salt

.1-Suppose you had one nitrogen atom and four chlorine atoms. If nitrogen atoms haye
a combining power of 3 and chlorine atoms have a cowl:fining power of I , which of
the following diagrams shows the most likely combination of these five atoms?

a.

b.

,d.

Key

Nitrogen atoM '1
Chlorine atom 0

06-Exc 12-1-1A

.4



_06-Exc 12-1-2A Drav.h a structuial formula fok an isomer of the 6-carbon molecule shown .belOw.

H . H H

C;1--H

H HH H
Iiii`

H- C H

06-Exe 12-1-3A BOth Chris and Stephanie have white powders. Each girl claims that the chemical
formula for her powder is C4H404. Test results for the powders are below.

. CHRIS'S
, POWDER''' '

STEPHANIE'S
POWDER

v4,-

Melting point
°C

. 83
..,!

.

139
.

.

Soluble in
water

slightly very

They repeat their tests several times to check their results.
1. Is it possible that both compounds really have 'the same formula?
2. Explain your answer.

.
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Define the term reaction rate 'as it is used in the following sentene. The reaction 07-Core-1A

2 rate between mixed hydrogen and oxygen is amazing.

Hal wants to state the concentration of a sugar solution. Select any of the following

things he mustknOw.
a. The brand name of the sugar dissolved

:b. The speed' with which the solution formed
c. The color of the solution .

d. The mass of the sugar dissolves
e. The volume of the solution

07-Core-2A

Write a definition for concentration as it is used in the following sentence. The con- 07-Core-3A
centration of the instant lemonade drink solution is so great that it tastes bitter.

Barfy mixed two solutions and made the following observations.. Which of his ob-,
servatiOns are ways of stating the rate of a reaction?

a. One of the reactants was used up in 5 seconds.
b. The total volume of the reaction was 28 ml.
c. In 3 seconds, 20 grams of a yellow solid formed.
d. The mixed solutions turned blue in 0.5 seconds.
e. Three cc of the product weighed 5 grams.

07-Core-4A

Jane pours 30 ml of a salt solution into beaker A and 30.nil of the same solution
into beaker B. 'She then adds 15 ml of water to each beaker.

I. How do the concentrations of the solutions in beakers/A and B compare
with each other?
2. Explain your answer.

41. Beaker A

4

15 ml water

0 ml saltsolution

Beaker B

15 nil water

30 ml salt solution

4

07-Core-5A

410

4r*
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07-Core-6A
BEAKER

,

VOLUME OF KI
. SAMPLE (in ml)

.

VOLUME OF WATER
ADDED (in ml)

.

TOTAL VOLUME OF
FINAL SOLUTIoN (in MO

- -
A

C
.,

I)

E

.
. 100

40

70

10

80.

, 0

60

'30
.

90

20

*

100
- i

100
.

100
.,
100

100

,

.

,

I

All the potassium iodide (KI) samples were taken from the same bottle and diluted
with the volume of water retorded in the table above. Place the numbers 1 through
5 on your paper. Using the concentrations listecl below and the beaker letters
from the table; match each final solution described in the table with the proper
statement of its concentration.

I. Most concentrated
2. Second most concentrated
3. Third most concentrated ,

4. Fourth most concentrated
5. Least concentrated

07-Core-7A The graphs below show the results.of two reactions 9f the same chemical -system..
The reactants in the system, are hydrochloric acid (1-1CI) and a colorless solution. One
of the products is a gas. A different amount of HC1 is used in each reaction, but the
amount of the colorless solution is the same in both reactions.-

1.- In which reaction is tbe greater amount of 1-iC1 used?
2. How do you know?

30

u_ (-.) 20
0 0

cc 10D
(j)

0 <
> o

Q.

Reaction a

1 2 3
TIME (min)

Reaction b

1 . 2
TIME (min!

07-Core-8A Reaction 4 10 inl HC1 + 20 ml water + 1 g zinc -* hydrogen
Reaction B 10 ml MCI +.10 ml water+ I g zinc hydrogen

I: W ild both of thereactions above have the same reaction rate?
2. If explain why. If not, name the variable that accounts for the dif-
feren

44..4,



Reaction A: 16 mt 11(1+15 ml water +, I g iron powder hydrogen
R'eaction B: 5 nil I-R:1 + 29 nil water + 1 giirOn powder hydrogen

1. Would both reactions above have the same reaction rate?
2. Explain the two reasons for your answer in terms of particle 'collisions:

07-Core-9A

S.

Both beakers below show dissolved particles of substance 0. Blocks of salt with

masses of 3 g are put into each of the tieakers, 1 and 2, and reactions .of 0 + salt

Occur. In terms of p-articles, how would your model explain that t4e rea ion rate

will be faster in one of the 6eakers than in the other? .

_r

ED-3 g of salt 5 3 g of salt

-40

0 3
Beaker 1 (25°C)

0 0
0 0 °O

0 00
Beaker 2 (25°C)

0

;.

07-Core-10A

STATE

Solid

Liquid

PARTICLE SPEED

slowest

medium,

Gas fastest

The table above.is based on your particle model;
On the basis of its information, wh4:h of the reactions below would have

'the Fastest reaction rate? (S stailds for sulfur and 0 For oxygen.)

a. S (solid) + 02 (gas) SO, (gas) ,

h. s (liquid) + 01.(gas) -4 SO2

c. S (gas) + (), (gas) -4 SO2 (gas)

2. Explain your answer iu terms'Of the particle model.

07-Core-11A

In ChaPter 14, youOted some WI.. On your paper, list the'numbers of the vari-
q4,4;

ables listed below. Based on your particle model and your experience, indicate

how that variable responds to heating by writing increases. decredses. or remains the

same after the number of each variable.
I. _Volume
2. Number of particles
3. Kinetic energy cif particles
4. Particle size
5. Rate of particle collision
6.. Particle speed

f

07-Core-12A
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07-Core-13A Norman poured _two samples of 30 ml.of hydrochloric acid (HC1) into 'two jars: The
samples had the same concentrations, but one of the samples was at 20°C and the
other was at 35°C. Holadded 1 g of zinc to each HCI sample. The warmer sample
reacted faster. Use your model to explain how temperature differences .cause the
rates of two reactions to be different.

V

07-Core-14A
TRIAL TEMPERATURE REACTANTS

,
RATE

1

2

?

10°C

100 ml. milk + rifil lemon juice

100 mf milk + 1 ml lemon jui&

soured-Cfnatekly':

soured slowly ..

1. What can you tell about the .temperature of trial 1 as comptired to' that
of trial 2?
2. How can you tell?.,

07-Core-15K

4
-411

NNW

10 20 30 40,. 50 60
, TEMPERATURE on

70 80 90
I.

According to the graph above, Whichkof the following temperature intervals produces
the greatest change in reaction 'rate? Select the letter of The correct answer.

a. 0° to 20°C
b. 20° to 40°C
c. 40° to 60°C

°d. 60 to 80°C



Sam collected the data shown in the table below. 07-Core-16A

TRIAL
4CONCErRATION TEMPERATURE CATALYST

A 10 ml KiviiiO4 + 5 ml 112C104 +.5.m1 water 35°C none

B 10 ml KMnO4 + 5 mi H7C104 +.8 ml water 40°C none

, Triils-A and B have the same reaction iates.
tes..thc,,%ttp On A and B?

2. How would your particle model aplain your answer?'

Write an operational definition of the word catalyst which ineludes all the charaeteris- 07-Core-17A

tics of a catalyst.

Consider the two trials of the reaction below.
Trial A.

A 20 g sample of zinc nitrate is heated. The reaction produces. 15 nil of

.oxygerrin one minute.
Trial B.

A 20 g sample of zinc nitrate is heated with a little copper, nitrate
(blue-green). The reaction produces 15.5 ml of oxygen in one minute,
and the blue-green crys'tals turn black. .

Does copper nitrate act as a catalyst for th'e reaction?
2. Consider the two trials of the reaction below.

Trial A.
A 10 g sample of..hydrogen peroxide (11101) is heated gently. The

.
reaction gives off I ml of oxygen in,30 second.s.

Trial B.
A 10 g.sample of 1110, is heated with a little gold dust. ThiS gives off

40 ml of oxygen in 3-0 s-econds.. The gold dust Is unchanged.

Does gold dust act as a catalyst for the reaction?
3. Consider the two trials of the reaction below.

Trial A.
A 20 ml Sample of vinegar and 4 g of baking sodu react to produce

25 ml of-gas in 30 seeonds.
Trial B.

a

A littk ammonium hydrokide is added to the 20 ntl of vinegar and 4 g
of baking soda. The ammonium hydroxide is used up, and 10 jnh of as
is produced in 30 seconds.

noes ammonium hydroxide act as a catalyst for the reaction?

07-Core-18A

Sue wanted to know if a copper BB is a catalyst for the hydrochloric acid-shell

reaction. Design a method to find out. The riate of the reaction is indicatedby the
rate al which carbon, dioxide gas is prodked. Include statements of (1) which
variables should be kept constant (IIINT: What things 'caus(; the reaction rate to
change?) and (2) whieh variables should vary. Also (3) include a test io show if the
BB seacts or cause the reaction.

07-Core-19k
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07-Core-WA Frank ,heard that manganou's sulfate (MnSO4) was a catalyst for the reaction be-
tween hydrochloric acid (HC1) and shell. To threetest tubes in which HC1 and shell
were reacting, he added Y4 teasroon of MnSO4 to oneYkteaspoon. to-the secondand
1 teaspoon tcl the third. TheireactiOn rate did not change in any of' the three test
tubes. In further trials he plans to add 2 and 3 teaspoons of MnSO4 to two other
test tubes of HC1-shell.

1. Are these additional trial§ necessary to find out if MnSO4 is a catalyst for
the reaction?
2. Explain your answer.

07-Core-21A Three students had been .studying the reaction of burning sulfur dioxide to" form
sulfur trioxide.

,2S02 + 02 -0. 2S03
Al Green said, "I've found that platinum is a Catalyst for the reaction."
Bill Brown said, "I've found that vanadium pentoxide "is a catalyst for the reaction."
Gina White said, "I've found that ferric oxide is a catalyst for the reaction."

I. How .ttiany of these students could be correct?
2., Why?

01-Core-22A The rate of a reaction like the one below often changes with a change in temperature,
with a change in concentration; or when a catalyst is used.

HC1+ egg shells CO2
The carbon dioxide (CO2) gas can be collected in test tubes.by water displacement. De-

. scribe a procedure you could follow which would show if changing the concentration
of the HC1 would change the reaction rate. In your procedure include what tAgs
should be varied and what should be kept constant. (HINT: What variables affect
reaction rates?)

074Core-23A *Casey heated potassium chlorate (KC103) and a little manganese dioxide (Mn02).
Oxygen was given off faster than when KCIO3 was heated without the Mn02.
Casey concluded that since Mn02 is a catalyst for the KCIO3 reaction, it must be, a
catalyst for the reaction between HC1 and shell.

I. Do you agree?
. 2. Explain your answer.

(,

07-Core-24A Select the two variables which affect the rate of a chemical reaction.
a. The concentration of reactants
b. The color of the reactants
c. The temperature of the reactants
d. The student who does the reaction
e. The shape of the container toed for the reactants

07-Core-25A From each 'set of parentheses select the choice which makes the statement tfue.
A reaction will probably go fastest if fhe concentration of the reactants is (high,
medium, low), if the temperature is (high, medium, low), and if a catalyst is (presents
absent).

4

14.

11

A.



Stjdy the.graph.
1. In which trial is there the greatest number of collisions between particles
of reactants per4econd? . .

2. Explain your answer in terms of Concentration and reaction tinie.
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07-Exe 13-1-1A\

gm,

4

pill studied the effect of changqs in the concentration of HC1 on the reaction time
of the reaction zinc + HC1 -p hydrogen. He defined reaction time as the time needed
to produce 20 ml of hydrogen gas. Which of the graphs below is probably the correct
graph for his experiment?

a. 6 s.. b. 6 C. z0 ,
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07-Eicc .13-2-1k Conaider the two cases below.
.

. Case 1. Flour in a sack won't burn very well, even when heated with a torch.
Case 2. .Flcihr duat in the air in a flour mill reacts so quickly at room temperature ,

that a small spark can cause it to explode violently.
How can you explain tJ,ie difference in reaction rates between Case 1 and Case 2?

07-Exc 14-1-1A In Excursion 14-1, you sliw that reactions involving air take place more slowly in
cold air, than in warm air. How would .the particle rhOdel explain'this in terms of'
particle speed and collisio

ri .

).

07-Exc 15-1-1A Vegetables are put in o boiling water for 3 to 5 minutes before they are frozen.
This nearly stops the reactions that otherwise cause spoiling even when the vegetables
are frozen. Explain what heating does that stops the cherhical reaction in the vegeta-
bles (living things).

07-Exc 15-1-2A Temperatures well above 80°C. are needed for the juices from a hamburger to react
with oxygen to produce carbon dioxide and water rapidly enough to produce notice-
able heat.. Yet the same reaction hamburger juices plus oxygen produces carbon
dioxide and watei and noticeable amounts of heat at 37°C in your body. Why?

0

v.



The scidium hydroxide (Na0H) solution you used in Chapter 16 to release ainmonia
(14H3) from egg whites and fertilizers was not very concentrated. What effect would
the use of a much stronger concentration of NaOH have on the reaction?

08-Core-1 A

0

In Activity 16-41 when you added sodium hydroxide (NAM) to the meat, egg 08-Core-2A
white, and other substances,..ammonia (NH3) would have been given off and bubbled
through the Nessler's solution even if you had nbt heated the mixture. Why, then,
did you.heat it?

Before you begin, tell your teacher that yo.0 are going to do this check.
Is there. any change in the odor of phenolphthalein when sodium hydroxide

(Na0H) issilded to it? To answer this, do the following.
I . Put 6 drops of phenolphthalein into a test tube.
2. Smell ft:,

Add 2 drops of NAN).
4. Smell the mixture.

Are the smells noteil in steps 2 and 4 the s. c or different?

In Activity 16-11, you found that uncooked meat, Potato, itrine, and soy sauce
contained NH3. If you had tested further, you would have found that they contained
carbon and oxygen, as well as nitrogen and hydrogen. How do you explain that
these substances Contain the same elements and yet are so different?

08-Core-3A

08-Core-4A

Bob tested five substances for ammonia, sulfate, and copper. His results are slcown,

in the table below. Write the colors of any substances which you know contain
nitrogen.

UB T NCE
TES.' .;

-AMMONIA
PRESENT

SULFATE
PRESENT

COPPER
PRESENT

Blue

Orangi.

Purple

Red.

Blaek

no

yes
4

yes

nO

.

nO

N.

no
,yes

no

yes .

yes

110-.

no
..

no

yes

no

08-Core-5A

Otis tested a white solid (NaNO3) and a yellow liquid (.11NO3" ) by putting each into a cpsCore-6A
different flask with 10.ml of sodium hydroxide (Na01-1) and then heating the two
flasks. Ile bubbled the gases given off through 5 nil of Nessler's solution. No color
-change was observed in the Nessler's solution for gases from either of the substances.
Otis ccincluded that the substances did not contain nitrogen.

Do you agree or disagree with this conclusion?
2. Explain your answer.
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re-.7A Before you begin, tell your teaeher thkt you are going to do this check.
Get bottle A _from' box1081tore-7. :Oen, using is Much of the "substance in the

bottle as you can,get on the endof a400tien splint; teSt the substance for the pres-
ence oLammonia: Open .yOur.ttbxtbook and Mlow thOlessler's test procedure out-
lined on pages 233 Through 255. Report youi4esults Ad.conchtiions,...

08-Core-8A Tell your teache?that.yoirare going to (4:this check before yOU start 4. .: 4.

','1. Is there any change in4he odor-of phencilphthalelh when sodiiirn hydroxide0g0H) 1
is added to it-?..To answer this,- do the following,. .: : :,." - ;,.. "..,- . :,,

..:. I Pdt 6 drojA of phenolphthalein into a test tube. ..::

. 2.. Spell it.. !.., :' ; r3.Add 2.drops of;Na0H.
4.;:fSmel1 tile mikture.

. , , . , Areihe 4nells noted inSteps 2 and 4 the same or different?...
ft

.

A

,08-COie-9A farlierin this :Course"yoU dAcovered that ihe millions ofsubStanees inl'our. world:, .

are made up. 4100 Or so eietrientS,.. Now;. in Chapter 16,.'you as a.saientiktestea:
this concept again by testing many. things.!.to .sepJf they contain..nitrogeti.." Why da
scientists,iFeep testing accepted conceptsi

. .

. 08-Core710A You haye,tised Congo red indicator to-tell when an antacid reactant is..lised up Hov;-
bdo indic5fors.work? .Nithy.do they .chatige-colOr whefi they .dO? l o-:

-

08-Core-1 1A-

1

Ai

'1(.4rin. measured .the,:ovolume,of $oditnn hydriakide.tiqa011) nee.-ded to react:With 1,!2, ...

.

4,-'5;-and 6 nil samples of :yinegar;lisingihenolphthalein as the.indicator: lie ihen
graphed,the datdand predicted how mucli"Na04,wOuld..be nee0d to/Oct With 8. ml .°. ,...,, ,

- ;. , of .yinegar.' Explain Why..4ten iiould mhke sti* a prediction. ;;', ,.::-.: .7.-....
,

. .

08-COre-12A

t-

- -

.

OD
In Ntiyity 17-3, you- added' .sodium:hydrokide; (Na01) tye diffext)ipluras of4-1;;

...citric acid. Then yob filled in the.6hart iielowl.! For each Vilutne:04f citrie?acid
you added Na01-11tnitil the phenolp6thalein."chafigekco1or';You rertiated the prObeis,'::.
using t.he same:yoltime of .citric acid. Then you .alieraged.trials 1 ii3d 2. Explain%why;--....
doing the process-twice and finding an airer e fs.better fhlin doing it oncie. ft. ,
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.08-Core-15A You are to find out how much vinegar (acid) can be neutralized by 1 g of the powder
in bottle 08-Core-15A. To do this, use the following,procedure.

I. Dissolve 1 g. of the powder in 15 ml of H20.
, 2. Add:2 drops of Congo red. .

. 3. Add acid in small quantiqes until you see a permanent color change: .

4: Find the amount of acid neutralized. .

5. Make a second trial, repeating steps 1, 2, 3, and4, and .thebifitverage the
amount of acid in the two trials. 1

.

08-Exc 16-1-1A John uSed 250 (150 cc) of Modeling clay,.tO model a car. Then he added 5.1:1 g
(30 cc) mOre..Notice .that he increased the mass (g) and the volume (ccf:

I. What does this do to the density of the clay?
2. Explain your answer.

4k

i18-Exc 16-1-2A , Get 90 ml of the solution in bottle 08-Exc 16-1-2A. Find the density, of the solution.
Return the used solution to your Lew:11er.

08-Exc 16-1-3A Dennis had a beaker full of mercury, whose density is 116 g/cc: He also had the four
things shown,in the table below. After the numberpleach thing, indicate whether
or not it woual float or sink iiiinercUry.

.

MATERIAL :' g/cc DENSITY

1. Penny 8,9
,

2. Tungsten wire 19.4

3. Gold
. .

. 19.0

4. Iron ball, 7.9

08-Exc 17-1-1A In Activities 17-5 and 17-6, Dalemeasured .1 grain of crushed antacid A on a balanee.
He put this amount into 10 nil of .water and added 5 drops oi Congo red. Theu, as
his partner stirred, he 'added the,itcid to the. antacid A solution in. I., or 2-ml'squirts.
It changed to blue when all of antacid A was used up.

If Dale used 20 l of Water in Activity 17-5, would this affect the amount
of stomach, acid that was neutralized?
2. Explain your ariswer.

08-Exc 17-2-1A JaCk 'added 'vinegar to a solution of baking soda, and the reaction 'bubbled furiously.
Then; sUddenly, the reaction stopped, and no matter how much more vinegar he
added, the bubbling' would. not start again. Explain whoy. this happened.

08-Exc 17-3-1A
t

Get the bottles from boX 0.8-Exc 17-3-1A. Test each solution with litmus, using
clean glass stirring rOds. After the number of each solution, indiCate whq.Lher.,the
soltrtion is an acid, 'a base, or neither.



/
JeFt used 'pH paper and found the pH of samples of acid' solutions as shown ill the 08-Exc 17-3-2A

chart beldw. )1,

AMPLE.
..

'LETTER .

pH
.

a
,

6

b- . 3

c , . .2

d

e 5

I. Which solution has the highest hydrogen ion (Ff+ ion) concentration?
. 2. Which solution is the strongest acid?

4 a

Get the lettered bottles from box' 08-Exc 17-3-3, the pH paper, the pH color scale, '08-Exc 17-3-3A
and 5 clean glass stirring rods. Copy the list of solutions below. Match each item.7_,--
with the letter of the bottle. of solution it describes.

1. Acid, strong
2. Atid, weak'
3. Neutral . e
4. Base, weak
5. Base, strong

7

gab

400
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let



Below is a diagram of a carbotfrod. Use a metric ruler to measure its length correctly
to the nearest 0.1 cm.

Carbon rod

09-Core-1A

w c

Get the following supplies and equipmeni from the supply area.
0

1.50-ml beaker
*. 1 strip of zinc

1 strip of copper
20 ml of HC1 (0.1M)
2 test leads
1 voltmeter

Set up a chemical system which Might produce electricity.
1. Does it produce electricity?
2. How4do you know whether or not this system produces el ricity?

1

09-Core-2A

Select the letter of the correct answer. Once a battery 'has been charged, in what 09-Core-3A

formis the energy stored in the battery?
a. Electrical .

b. Sound
c. Chemical
d. Mechanical

e. Heat

4.

0.7

Carbon rod

Green sokiti
.11

Beaker

tiRO
=1.1.

on.

Battery charger

Monty Put together the equipment as pictured above. Before he connected it to the
battery charger, he let it sit for five minutes. He noted that both carbon rods weie
black and the solution was deep green. After the system had been connected for
four minutes, he noticed that one of the rods had become light gray and the solution
was much lighter.

I. What, kind of change occurrel,
2. Wilt kind of energy caused it.

:111

09-Core-4A



09-Corft:5A. 111.:Activity 8-3,. you put two sillier-tray lead strips into a 'beaker of colorless
sddium sulfate (Na2SO4) solution. Then you passed an electrical current through
the system and a brown mterial.and a gray-white material forMed. The reactant
materials-Were different from the product materials. ,

I . Were new particles (atoms) formed?
2. If so, naine them. if not, explain how the brown stuff came into being
although the reactants were so different from it.

09-Core.-6A
4:1

CHEMICAL SYSTEIA

Solution C

Test lead and metal strips
Solution C

.List five, things you could observe which would_ indicate that a change is taking
place in the chemical energy am system like the one diagramed above. (Hint: Some
of the, observations you could make would require additional ISCS equipment.).

09-Core-7A Linda put two different metal strips into a solution and connected them to 'a volt-
meter, as shown in the diagram. The Meter showed that electrical energy.was being
prodticed.

What was happening to the chemical energy of the sYstem?
2. Was any energy lost or gained'?
3. Expliiin your answer to question 2.

Voltmeter

Beaker of solution,



t-

Don put two strips of the...same gray metal into a light green solution: He charged 09-Core-8A
the system on the charger. One of the strips turned redlbrOwn and the other turned
greenish. Tlie solution became cOlorless. He disconnected the systerti from the

- charger. Then he connected the strips to a motor, and the motor started. Describe
the visible changes that would occur in the 9peaker as the motor-continued to rurr.

. .

Beaker

Metal strip

Bob has a radio whith contains seAral rechargeable batten .0ceasionally tbe bat-
'tones must be recharged.. Name the process which describes.the hangcs involving
the partieles inside a battery when it is charged ordischarged.

09-Core-9A

George put two nickel strips' into a solution of cOpper sulfate.' He observed no
changes in the system. Sam put a copper and a magnesium strip int() a.copper sulfate
solution. He observed changes in the colorof.the solution and the size of the mag-
nesium strip. The systems were connected to the meter as shown below..

Whose setup might have produced electricity?
2. Explain your an4wer. .

09-Core-10A

0 I T
3 .4 \VOlillillfi /17\

Voltmeter

Solution of copper sulfate

Metal
strips

Mr. Jones is having his aut.() battery recharged, using a charger which is very much .
like lggy's.

I. What kindpf energy, is used to charge the battery?
2. What kinJ of energy does the battery contain after it is disconnected

from the charger?.
3. What kind of eneigy does the battery give otT when it is in use?

09-Core-11A
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09-Core-1,2A Kevin set up the chemical system shown below. He observed the system producing
electricity for half an hour..He then studied the chemical system 'Ad reported that
absolutely no changes had occurred in the system.

4 ; Is it true that there woUld be no changes.
2. Explain your answer.

Voltmeter
Beaker of solution

a-Core-13A Iggy has operationally defined work. Write on youranswer sheet the letters of any
of the items below which fit his definition.

a. Thinking about the answers to this check
b. Dissolving asolid in a liquid

4 c. Recombining particles in a chemical reaCtion
d. Pushing a book across the desk

Pushing against a solid wall

. 09-Core-14A Roy took his 0-cart battery to the garage to get it charged. He Tound out from
the mechanic that it took more electrical energy to charge the battery than he could
get back from it.,

1. Was energy destroyed or used up in the charging process'?
2. Explain:your answer.

09-Core-15A Consider the following reaction.
REACTANTS PRODUCTS

11/4r
lye + hydrochloric acid salt + water + heat enCrgy released

. From tlje information given, the c4Tmical e-nergy of the reactants is (less,
than, equal to, or greater than) the.chemical energy of the products.
2. Explain your answer.

09-Core-16A Roy noted that the temperature of a liquiedrOped when a solid was dissolved
in it. On your answer sheet,write the letter of the correct conclusion about the ener-
gy in the system.

a. The-energy in the system had been used .up and no lohger existed.
b. The energy in the system had been destroyed.
c. The energy in the system had been changed into another form.
d. Both a and c are correct.
e. Both a aind b are correct.



lit4an insulated Styrofoam cup, J ohn dissolved 10 g of potassium nitrate in 20 grams
of water which was at 24°C. The temperature of. the final solution was 22°C, The

..amount of energy present in the materials before dissolving was (less than, equal to,
greater than) the energy present in the 30 grams of matter after dipolng.

09-Core-17A

"sot.

Get the white copper sulfate in jar 09-COre-I 8. *Put enough of it into a tost tube to
cover the bottom. Hold the test tube so you can feel the bottom, and add 10 drops
of water slowly.

I. Did a chemical reaction occpr?
I. 2. Did the particles combine oNlid.they separate?

3. How can you tell?

09-Core-18A

Rhonda had a beaker of barium chloride solution and a beaker of sulfuric acid. Both
solutions-had a temperature of 28°C, When she mixed them, a white solid formed
and the temperature rose to 30°C. Accofding to the particle model, what causal the
temperature IncreaSe?

09-Core-19A

John dissolves some solid salt (NaCI) in water, and the, temperature of the water
drops 3°C. According to your, particle model, what cause:4 a temperatute drop to
occur when the NaCI dissolves?

71C-

A, 10 g mass of calcium chloride contains a certain amount Of stored energy in the
form of chemical energy. How could you release some of this chemical energy?
Select` your answer from the choices below.

a. The 10 g mass can be powdered.
b. The 10 g mass can be vaporized..

.

c. The 10 g mass can be reacted to torm a dit ferent substance.
. d. None of the iihove are correct.

e. All of tlui above are correct.

09-Core-20A

09 -Core-21A

ATP is a compound found in your body. It contains a great deal of chemical energy. 09-Core-22A
Mut causes ATP or any compound to give up its che'mical energy?

In the 'next chapter, you will be using two dangerous liquids Winkler solution and
con6entrated sulfuric acid: Assume the two jars found in box 09-Core-23 contain
these two liquids. Gather the materials necessary to mix 5 drops of the acid with
10 ml of Winkler solution: Ask your teacher to observe you. Mix the liquids and
report your observations.

09-Core-23A

In the next chapter you will be working with Winkler s lutions apd concentrated
sulfuric acid. These .are very dangerous chemicals. List three things that should be
done if one of these solutions is spilled on someone.

09-Core-24A
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09-Exc 18,1-1A .In Excursion 18-12 you were to assemble a lead chemical cell. After it was assembled,
it couldn't give off electrical energy to,light the bulb. It had to be charged first. Why
didn't the system give off energy until it .was charged?

09-Exc'18-2-1A Show your teacher the'procedure- you developed for Excursion 18-; Your task is to
defend what you did or to make a satisfactory change in any part of it that your
teacherejects to.

09-Exc 19-1-1A Below is a
,
list of energy conversions. Chogsei any four of them. Write the numbers

of your four selected energy conversions on your paper, 'and then cite an example
after. each.

.1. Electrical to sound
2. Electrical to chemical
3. Electrical to mechanical (motion)
4. Chemical to light
5. Chemical tO electrical
6: Motion energy, to heat

09-Exc'19-2-2A Kathy made ,the four solutions Shown in the chart below. On'your answer sheet,
state after the number of each reaction whether it is endothermic or exothermic.

REACTION SOLID ADDED
TO, WATER

WATER TEMP.
(in °C)

SOLUTION TEMP.
(in °C) .

,

1 KOH 22 .- 28
. .

<, 2 NaC1 ; 24 23-

. 3 NaNO3 23 21

4 LiC1 . 25
.

27

09-Exc 19-2-2A When a solid like NH4C1, which is. made up of ions, dissolves in water, two processes
occur which involve energy.

1\: Name the two processes and 4e11 what is occUrring in each.
2. The temperature of the water drops 2 degrees during the dissolving proc-
ess. Which of the two processes mentioned in question 1 involves the greater
amount of energy in this instance?
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Preparing for their experiments with ICR's and 'yeast beasts, throe !tudents did the
following:

John washed all his glassware with soapy water. He did not rin* them, but he
dried.them carefully with paper towels.

Sam used the'glassware right off the shelf.
Ed washed the glassware with Pap water and then with distilled water.

1. Which student used the best procedure?
2. What is wrong with both of the other procedures?

5 10-Core-1A-

S ppose 'you were given three water samples ind were asked which sample contained.
t most dissolved oxygen. You would add Winkler solutions #1 and #2, starch,
112§04, and Na2S203.

I. What data would you collect?
2. HoW4would the data tell you which' sample contained the 'mist oxygen?

10-COre:2A

You have been studying reactions involving oxygen. What would You need to know
about a substance like oxygen to write an operational definition for it?

10-COre-3A c;

Open ydur book to Chapter 20 and use it to help you write an operational definition 10-Core-4A .

-for dissolved oxygen.

In Chapters 20 and 21, you studied ICR's and their reaction with oxygen to produce.
carbon dioxide. In each activity you were -told to use jars and to cap them tight1y.
Before this you ave used beakers: What is there about capping the jars that was
important to your activity?

10-Core-6A

Yesterday, Bob use a procedure identical to that used in jar 2 below. He found that
it took 30 drops Øf Na2S203 to remove the color from a mixture of 2 drops of
H202, 100 ml of water, Winkler solutions,- H2SO4, and'starch which he had just
made. Today, he did the following, using jars 1 and 2.

Jar 1

I. Iut in 100 ml water.
2. Added, 2 drops 11202..
3. Added 3 ICR's, and capped the jar.
4. Waited 12 minutes.
5. Removed ICR's.
6. Added Winkler solutions and H2S0,u
7. Added 4 drops of Na2S203.
8. Added 1 drop of starch solutiot.
9. Added 8'dropS ?f Na2S203 to remove color.

Jar 2_

I. Put in 100 ml of water.
2. .Added 2 drops 1/202.
3. Added nothing, but capped the jar.
4. Waited l'2 'minutes.
5. Removed nothing.
6'. Added Winkler solutions and

Added 8 drops or Na2S203.
8. Added 1 drop of starch solut on.
9. Added.22 drops of Na25203 to remoVe color.

10-Ctre-:6A

1. What term describes jar 2 as itis used by Bob today in this activity?
. 2. Since Bob recorded his results yesterday for the procedure used in jar 2,

why did he have to do the same reaction today as part of this activity?



F.

10-Core-7A John and Cary each took a jar into which they put two ICR's with 100 ml oV,
water (1-120)' and 3 drops of hydrogen peroxide (H202). After ten minutes, John
took the ICR's out of 's jar. Griry forgot to watch the clock and removed his ICR's -
from the water after 1 minutes. They tested the water for amounts of oxygen and

,
.carbon dioxide,

1. Whose, if either, sample will contain less oxygen?
2. Whose, if either, sample will contain more carbon dioxide?
3. Explain why you .answered as you did.

10-Core-8A Daisy had a gallon of pond watet. She tested a sample of it, using the Winkler.test, argl
found that the water contained oxygen.. Daky said. she was not sure If:thd restof
the water contained oxygen becabse she had tested only a small sample.

I. Does the rest of the water contain oxygen,
2. Explain your answer.

10-Core-9A Suppose that the U.S. puts a space station with a staff of four people into orbit
around the earth. The next year, the. station's staff is incrosed to six people.

I. What will this increase in concentration of people do to the rate at which
oxygen is used up?. .

2. What will it do to th4rate at -which carbon dioxide is produced?
3. Why?

10-C re-10A Review Activities 21-8 and 21-9, in which you studied the effect of temperature on
the reaction rates in the ICR's. The temperature was dropping slowlY throughout
the 20 minutes that the ICR's in a jar were in the ice water, Why not chill the distilled
water before putting the ICk's into it. so that the fish Would be in cold water the
entire 20 minutes?

10-Core-1 1A In Rainbow Lake, the water temperature in the early spring may\ be 2°C. In the sum-
mer, it warms- up to 24°C.

I. What effects if any, would this warming of the wat4 have on how often
frogs must surface to take in new Oxygen and release car n dioxide?
2. ENplain your answer in terms of reaction rates.

1 0-Core-1 2A

%.4

Select all of th.e following things which are eVidences that che !cal reactions take
place in living things.

a. Sortie materials(reactants) are used up.
b. Temperatures of living things alter the rate of new mat rial form'ation.
c. New materials (products) are formed.
d. Stomach acid is neutralized in deliniteuantilies, as a other acids.
e. All of the abli've ,are correct.



Two root beer manufacturers, put carbon dioxide (CO2) into their root beer. One
company's CO2 was made by reacting HC1 and limestone. The other one claimed
that his product was better because tk COQ was formed by a living.system yeast
and sugar. He further claimed that. because his CO2 came from a living system, it
reacted differently and could be identified.

- 1. Do you agree or 'disagree
2. Why?

10-Core-13A

`. Dr. A.R. Plain said that a ehymical reaction between the reactants kerosene and
oxygen makes the jets on airplanes work.

I. From what you know about reactants in a reaction, predict what should
happen to 'the aniount of kerosene carried by the plane as it flies from
Spokane to Atlanta.
2. Why does this,happen?

10-Core-14A

(t.'

YOU used Na25203 to find out how much 'oxygen was present in the water. Jake
thinks that in different water samples the same amount of oxygen cbutcl react dif-
ferently so that different aMounts of Na25203 would have been-required to remove
the color.

I. Do you agree or disagree?
2. Whji?

10-Core-15A

You, found that your ICR removed oxygen frqin the water. There are two possible
reasons that this happened. Either ICR's only absorb and store oxygen or.ICR's
involve the oxygen that they absorb in a reaction..

1. State any evidence from the activities that you have done in class that
would help you decide which hapPened.
2.. How does the evidence help you choose?

10-Core-16A

Which of the following is the hest statement fitting both your model for chemical
reactions arid the results of your activities with the fish?

a. They.suggest that reactions, take place inside of lishas they do in kakers
involving only nonlivingsystems.

They *finitely slww that chemical reactions take Place inside the fish as
they do in beakers involving ponliving systems.
c. They proye that your model must be true.
d. They establish proof' that chemical reactions do not occur inside of fish as
they do in beakers involving only nonliving things.
e. b and c

10-Core-17A

John took his temperature and fOund that it was 379C.; He went outside for four
hours. During that time he built a snow fort and had a snowball fight. As soon as
he went into the house, he took. his temperature again. It was still 37°C. Certain
fithcesses convert the energy in food into heat that keeps human body temperature
at 37°C. What are these prbcesses called?

10-Core-18A

7



10-Exc 21-1-1A 'An environmental survey team fr4s four samplejars of equal size filled with air from
four cities New York, Indianapolis, penver, and New Orleans. Suppose there aim
np Winkler solutions Available. How can you find out which jar of air contains the
most oxygen?

, 10-Exc 21-2-1A Get a piece of graph paper from your teacher, and label it as shown on the gricLbelow.
On your/grid, graph the data found below about Lake Elba. Then for each kind of

- fish listeid, place ari X on the raph°;t the lowest depth at Which it could survive.
Beside the X, write the name okhe fiSh..

N4,

DISSOLVED OXYGEN IN LAKE ELBA

DEPTH (in rn) OXYGEN (in mg/liter)

0 10.0
. 2 9.8

4, 9.4
6 5.2
8 2.2 ,

,
10 1.5

12 1.2

14 0.8
. 16 0.5

18 0.5 .

111

LOWEST CONCENTRATION OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN
AT WHICH osu CAN SURVIVE FOR 24 HOURS .

TYPE OF FISH DISSOLVED OXYGEN (in mg/1)

'Pike

Sunfish .

, "6.2
.

, 4.0.

Bullhead 3.1

4

2

04YGEN in ing/I)

4
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. .

Gef'.the box labeled 'I I -COre-1.* 'It contains (IVO .Stoppe.rea,test*.tubes of iarying,con-
.... . ..
,.:centrations ofiglucose 'solution.' 'Each tube also contains fiye drops of Benedict's

solution. :. Arrange. the tubes in order, beginning 'on the- left -with the tube with the .
lowest' gitiCOse conperitratidu and ending with the tube of Ifigho'st glucose coneentra-

. . . .

tion... -Show .your teacher y.our- ordering.
f .

S

1-Core-lA

Get 7. drops of.'each .of the four solutions:in the bottles in 11-Core-2A. Put sach
solution jntp., a separatete$t tube, *Nhich is labeled with the number of the bottle*-
yOugetthe sarn.Ple from.. Your.task is tojudge the amount of glucose ineach sample,
Using the. procedUre stated in Actiyities 22-1,2 through 2244,

put the 'solutions in ,4Fler:frova. -lowat,glugose content.tO highest glucose content.
Ori your paPer, list. the Atimbers of the test tubes..in that order,.

-11-Core-2A

.
.1-Luman beings take in ..a great deal of Oxygen which reacts and is relpsiTd as carbon
dioxide-4002). -Whii.0 is the..soUrce* of tfie element carbon in the- product CO2?

a. It is created in living things, :

b. It is present in our food. 0;
z

c. it is pr.:AU-cod from:other. elements in' our' bvdy..
.d. Iti takin only asiburnt tOast. .

e. None:of théear wurces:

11-Core-3A

.

Suppos0,that the figUre below shows the number oKyeast beasts. in 1/10 of a drop
- 0

of_a yeast solution. Calculatk the. iiiimber Of drops-you would Apeet tO find in the
...

!entire dropbf y.e4t

11-Core-4A

Grinding the yeast 'beasts with Sand kills the yeast beasts by tearing them apart,'
Yeast beasts are more effeCtive in speeding up the breakdoWti of glucose into carbon

dioxide and.- water .Vihen they arCground up than when they are wbole. Why'?

11-COre-5A'

When' yeast acts -on gluCose, carbon dioxide (CO2) and water are produced.. The
yeastorja:nisinsget biggiv and more numerous. In other words, the mass of the yeast
increases. Tlie reaetion.which takes place is shown below:

glucose + yeast witer + CO2 + more yeast.
. .. 01-

L If .6 grams o4glucose were put into the test tube with the yeast, would
.6 grams of the CO2 and water be formed?
2. Explain your answer.

11-:Core-6A

:,
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11-Corp-7A
, . . ..

Case 1. Roger wanted to carry out a reaction to break down, milk in a test tube.
He found that he had to add a catalyst to the test tUbe.

.

s. Case 2:- Later Roger wanted his stOinach tO carry out the garne-F.action 'On milk -

(digest it). Roger didn't have to add a catalyst to. the reaction in his stomach.
Kxplain why Roger had ,to add a Catalyst in the first case, but not the second.

11-Core-8A Steak gravy on the dinner plate doesn't react with oxygen to produce noticeable
amounts of carbon dioxide (CO2), water, and heat at 37°C. Yet the same reaction
produceR C01, water, and noticeable amounts of-heat at,37°C in your body. Explain. ..

whY this occurs..

Al-Core-9A .

0

, A inaple tree-used sunshine and catalysts in the following reaction.

.carbon dioxide + water -P glucose +.oxygen-

Walter claims that Inan will never be able to carry out this reaction irr a test tube,. He
t

say, the reaction- requires catalysts which are produced in the tree. Therefore, even
if the catalysts and the reactants are present, the catalysts will act only in green
plants.

I ...Do you agree or disagree with Walter?
2. Why?

1.1 -Core-10A In a. cartoon in Chapter 23, Finny the Fish says she and Yeastie the Beast both con-
thin catalysts, and-she asks if you' dotoo.

, Do you 'contain catalyst0' .

2. What evidence do you have for your answer? (Hint: Candy and marsh-.,

undlows release energy inside you at body temperature.)

11 -Coo-11A . Frinn your study of ICR's,and the yeast beasts, name three variables which you
think affeet reaction rates in livingthings.

,

11-Core-12A _ . Suppose that-you put 3 ISCS batteries (chemical SYstems).into a cupboard
with all the materials needed to make many other batteries, and.locked the
door, 'Tomorrow, would the number of" ISCS batteries in thokupboard be
fewer than.3, exactly 3, or more than 3?
2. 'Suppose you put 3 yeast-lieasts (chemical sYstems) into a- cup of warmwater.and sugar. WOuld there be fewer than.S, exactly -3, or more than 3 yeast
beastNantorrow?
3. What is the difference:.between tie cheinica1 systems of batteries and
yeast beasts whicb:e.xplains-Your answcis tO quesfionS I and. 2?

)11-Cerel 3A -:-- Jeff said, "I was wained seyeraI time§ not to OVerheat the little yeastibeasts. But
it:. wasn't the hving yeast that increased .the rate of the reaction....lt was a catalyst in7..
side-thein.. %If I had heated thesolution more, kt wouldn't have hUrt.the (atalyst and

,

...:

, the reaction would have gone much faster."
Do you agtee.-or diSagree with Jeff?

2. WhY? _ :



Select the letter of the chemical reaction in which oxygen is a reactant.
A. Copper sUlfate dissolving
b Sodium chloride and potassium chloride dissolving .in the same test tube
c. A wood.splintburning

.d. Alcohol boiling .

117Core-14A

,

What does the heat tinit kilocalorie mean in terms of water? 11-Core-18A

Write a definition tor calorie in terms of water. -Core-16A

A 12 gram sample of water is heated so that-its temperature is raised 4°C. The change
in the water's heafenergy would be 12 grams X 4°C = 48. Choose the letter of the
entry in the list below that includes the unit of heat in Which,this problem should.be
answered.

a. 48 13tu
b. 48 calories
c. 48 newtons

f

d. 48 meters
e. 48 kilocalorie's

11-Core-17A

.tiet any equipment you need, and heat 200 ml Cif water for Dim minutes'. You are
to calculate the change in the heat energy of the water duriirg.the heating period.
Record and label all the measurements you make..

11-Core-18A

If h is the symbolmsed for height and you were asked to measure Ah, what wouiCci yOu

measure?
11-Core-19A

I low many calories of heat energy are needed to heat 20 grams of water from 12°C 11 -Cart:40A

to 70°C?

Which of the following variables afe important but are ignored when you use the 11-Core-21A

ISCS cola-can heat-measuring device to calculate the heat of the marshmallow-
oxygen reaction?

a. Heat lost to the surrounding air
b.. Heat lost to the can
c. The color of the marshmallows
d. Humidity

' Selec.t the- variables which affect the amount of temperature
.bar Fsbeing heated.

amoubt of steel being heated
b.. The amount of heat supplied per minute
c. The manufacturer of the steel
d. .The amount of time the heat is supplied
e. The persOn healing the steel bar

4

change when a steel 11-Core-22A

_4
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11-Core-23A You put chemical energy into your WO (a system).. Your body converts the chemi-
cal energy' int() otherlorms of energY. List ty/o Of these other forms of energy.

11-Core-24A The sugar found in milk Pontains a greai deal of .thernical energy.
1.- What would cause the sugar to give up its chemical energy?
2. What' happens to the atoms wittin the sugar when it gives up its chemical
energy? .

11-Core-25A Candy contains a lot of energy. In what form is this energy stored?

11-Core-26A 1. Are people HCR's (human chemical reactors)?
2. If so, name three reactants and three products of an HCR. If not, state
their source of energy.

11-Exc 22-.1-1A Mother Motley's recipe for rolls includes both yeast and glucose. On the basis of
what you learned in Excursion 22-1, state what yeast and glucose do to dough
and how they do it.

11-Exc 23-1-1A
fi4/3

Turpentine is a substance found in pine sap. Richard wants to determine if turpen-
tine is a catalYst in, the breakdown of starch. If it is a catalyst, what visible result
should he expect to observe after mixing together the turpentine, starch, and the
iodine solution?

11-Exc 24-1-1A Curtis cooled 30 g of water by packing the container in ice. The temperature dropped
from 33°C to 18°C. How many calories of heat were lost?

11-Exc 24-1-2A 'Onef-half cup of cottage cheese contains about 101 Calories. Suppose this energy
were released as heat energy. How many grams of water can this`-much heat energy
raise 1°C?

sOT
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Get your textbook, and use it to do this check, In the left-hand column are state-
ments of five assumptions from the particle model. In the right-hand column is a list
of ISCS activities that you have done, each of which involves one of these assulnp-
tibns. Number your answer sheet 1- through, 5. After the number of each assump-
tion, write the letters of all of the activities listed which are related to it. A number
may have more than one letter matched with it. )(Hint: Read all the assumptions
before readinwany of the activities. If you have trouble matching1any of the activi-
ties, look in your text for thlt activity and find out what assumptions are rela4ed to
it.)

Assumptions of the Particle Model

I. All matter is made up of only 100
or so different kinds of matter par;
tides.

2. In chemical reaction's, matter
particles are notcreated or destroyed.

3.. When a chemical .reaction
different matter particleS combine in
definite numbers.

4. Some matt4r is.composed of electri-
cally charged particles called ions.

.4.5. Molecule§ are made of atoms and
can be broken down into atoms or
simpler molecules.

12-Corel A

'a. The, copper particles in a solution of copper sulfate (CuSO4)
mOve toward a ne.gastively-charged rod, whereas the sulfate par--
tides move toward a pbsitively-charged rod.

b. One g of each antacid tablet neutralized about the same
amount.of Stomach acid.

c. Shell, soda, and chalk all released carbon dioxide when HC1
was poured on them.

d. When electricity is passed through water, the elements oxygen
and hydrogen are released:

e. Potassium iodide (KI) solution and lead nitrate [Pb(NO3)21
solution were mixed and reacted. The combined masses of the
solutions after they reacted was the same as the total masses of
the two before they reacted.

f. Four different substances all contained iodine.

g. When sucrose is heated, water and carbon are formed.

h. If different quantities of zinc (Zn) were reacted with a fixed
quantity of copper sulfate (CuSO4), there would be either Zn or
CuSO4 left over when the reaction skipped'.

i. Solutions of coppersulfate (CuSO4) and cobalt sulfate (CoSO4)
let electricity pass through them to light a light bulb. .

j. When sucrose js heated with HCI, fructose and glucose are
formed.

A

41,



12-Core-1AA Get your textbook, and use it to do this check. In the left-handl column are state-
ments of five _assumptions- from tile particle model. In the right-hand coluMn is a
list of ISCS activities that you have done, each of which involves one of these as-
sumptions. Number your answer sheet I through 5. After the number of each state-
ment, write the letters of all of the activities listed which aro related to it.. "umber
may have more than one letter matched with it. (Hirit: Read all. the assumptions.
.before reading any of the activities. If you have trouble matching any of the activi-
ties, look in:your text for that activity" and find out what.assumptions are related to
it.)

.Assumptions of the Particle Model

Molec6les are made of atoms and
can be broken down into atoms or
simpler MoleepleS.

2. There is more than one kind of mat-
ter particle.

3. Increasing the temperature of
reactants increases the rate of a reac-
lion.

Increasing the concentration of
reactants increases the rate of a reac-
tion..

.5. A catalYst increases the rate of a
reaction when it is present in small
quantities.

1

A

Activities ".

a. 1 ml WI plus 4 ml of water plus 4 pieces of shell produced
carbon dioxide more slowly than 3 ml of lid plus 4 ml of water
plus 4 pieces of shell.

b. When a small amount of iron chloride (12eCI3) Powder was
added to 'hydrogen peroxide (II-)01), Oxygen gas was released
more rapidly.

c. The breakdown of glucose into carbon dioxide and water went
faster when the insides of ground-up yeast beasts were added to
the reaction.

d. Oxalic acid (II 24.'104 ) and potassium permanganate (KMn04)
turn from purple to a,golden color faster when .liot than when
cold.

c. When electricity is passed throughwater, the elements oxygen
and hydrogen are released.

f. l'wo goldfish used up more oxygen than one.

g. Ileated WI and shell reacted faster than cold IlCI and shell.

h. reacts differently with zipc (Zn), rock, and shell.

i. When sucrose is heated, water and carbon are formed.

j. When a small piece of copper was added to a mixture of potas-
sium iodide (KI) and potassium persulfate (K -)S108) solutions,
it took less time for the mixture to turn blice-black-than when the
copper wasn't presen.t.

4


